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Executive Summary 

INTRODUCTION 

SLR Consulting Australia (SLR) has been engaged by Jacobs to assess the potential noise and 
vibration impacts associated with the construction and operation of the M1 Princes Motorway at Mount 
Ousley Interchange.  This report has been prepared to inform the Review of Environmental Factors 
(REF). 

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

Noise monitoring surveys consisting of one week of continuous noise measurements were carried out 
at six locations within the study area.  The noise monitoring results have been used for validation of 
the noise model and determination of noise management levels for construction activities. 

CONSTRUCTION NOISE AND VIBRATION 

Consistent with other major infrastructure projects in suburban areas, noise impacts during 
construction are inevitable as works require the use of noise intensive equipment which is, at times, 
required to be undertaken in proximity of sensitive receivers.  At any particular location, the potential 
impacts would vary depending on factors such as the relative proximity of sensitive receivers, the 
overall duration of the construction works, the intensity of the noise and vibration levels, the time at 
which the construction works are undertaken and the character of the noise emissions. 

Consistent with the requirements of the Interim Construction Noise Guideline, the construction noise 
impacts are based on a realistic worst-case assessment.  For most activities, it is expected that the 
construction noise levels would be lower than have been (conservatively) predicted in this report.  

When noise intensive plant items such as rockbreakers or concrete saws are in use, high noise 
impacts are predicted in most Noise Catchment Areas where receivers are located nearby.  Noise 
levels are typically higher for front row receivers which have line of sight to the works and reduce as 
the distance to the receivers increases.   

Construction scenarios which are predicted to potentially have the highest level of impacts include: 

• Service relocation

• Earthworks (with rockbreaker)

• Pavement & Infrastructure Works

• Bridges

Works would be undertaken during standard daytime construction hours where possible, however the 
nature of the proposal being in an active road corridor means evening and night-time work would also 
be required at times.  

The major potential sources of vibration from the proposed construction activities are during vibratory 
rolling, vibratory piling and when using a rockbreaker.  Safe working distances for potential cosmetic 
damage and human comfort vibration impacts during the use of vibration intensive plant items have 
been determined based on the relevant guidelines. 

Up to 39 buildings in the project area may be within the minimum safe working distances for cosmetic 
damage should a large rock-breaker be used at the outer extents of the construction footprint.  Around 
61 receivers are predicted to fall within the nominated minimum safe working distance for human 
comfort vibration during the use of a large rock-breaker at the outer extents of the footprint. 
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OPERATIONAL NOISE 

The key elements of the proposal in relation to noise and vibration would be construction of a new 
overpass, new dedicated heavy vehicle bypass lanes and redevelopment of the lane configuration of 
the interchange.  These aspects of the design have the potential to influence noise levels at adjacent 
receivers by moving the location of the noise source relative to the receivers and changing the traffic 
volumes on the adjacent roads.   

The traffic mix correction factor for the type and mix of heavy vehicles recorded, indicated that a 
correction of -1.0 dB during the daytime period and 0.0 dB during the night-time period was required. 
This was included in the assessment modelling for this project.  

The assessment compares noise levels predicted due to the proposal in 2021 (modelled as the year 
‘at opening’) and 2031 (modelled as 10 years after opening) with those predicted without the proposal. 
Overall, the comparison between the No Build and Build scenarios in each of these time frames, 
indicates that the proposal is predicted to result in a negligible change in noise level for the majority of 
receivers.  Less than 1 per cent of receivers are predicted to experience an increase of more than 2.0 
dB due to the proposal. 

The relatively minor change in noise levels at the majority of receivers means that the requirement for 
the proposal to consider additional noise mitigation in most areas is due to high existing noise levels. 

The assessment identifies a total of 180 sensitive receivers (within 99 individual buildings) that qualify 
for consideration of additional noise mitigation under the assessment guidelines.  The majority of 
these receivers have existing high levels of road traffic noise remaining 5 dB or more above the noise 
criterion. 

The operational assessment has identified potential noise benefits from the use of low noise 
pavement, noise barriers and/or at-property treatments.  The final noise mitigation strategy (low noise 
pavement, noise barrier, architectural treatments, a combination or other) would be further 
investigated and determined during detailed design following community consultation, taking into 
account relative noise benefits and visual impacts of noise barrier heights and the overall social, 
economic and environmental benefits. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project Background 

Jacobs has been appointed by Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) to undertake the 
concept design and environmental assessment for the upgrade of the M1 Princes Motorway 
Interchange at the base of Mount Ousley. 

The M1 Princes Motorway is the primary road link between Sydney and the Illawarra with average 
daily traffic of more than 50,000 vehicles per day using this link at the base of Mount Ousley near 
Wollongong.  Heavy vehicles represent up to 15% of total daily vehicle movements.  The Princes 
Motorway and Mount Ousley Road currently experience heavy traffic congestion particularly during 
weekday, weekend and holiday peaks.  The intersection of these two roads is the only location on the 
Princes Motorway between Waterfall and Albion Park Rail (a distance of about 60 km) where vehicles 
turning right to access the motorway need to give way to oncoming motorway traffic.  In addition to 
poor road network performance, 56 crashes were recorded near the intersection during the five year 
period between July 2011 and June 2016 (inclusive).  Of the 56 crashes, one crash resulted in one 
fatality and four injuries, and 25 were injury crashes resulting in 28 injuries.  The two most common 
crash types were intersection and rear end crashes. 

The southbound carriageway of the motorway has a sign-posted speed limit of 80 km/h for light 
vehicles and 40 km/h for heavy vehicles (trucks and buses).  This speed differential creates conflicts 
between light and heavy vehicles as faster moving light vehicles (travelling in the median lane) are 
required to cut across groups of slower moving heavy vehicles (travelling in the kerbside lane) to 
access the exit at Mount Ousley Road, which is the primary access from the north to the Wollongong 
CBD and surrounding suburbs.  Conflicting interactions between light and heavy vehicles create road 
safety risks as well as contributing to flow breakdowns (stop-start or acceleration and braking) 
conditions, thus affecting the efficiency of the network in this area.  In turn, this reduces the efficiency 
of access to nearby destinations, such as the Wollongong CBD and University of Wollongong. 

Further south on the motorway, the southbound morning traffic queue from University Avenue is 
observed to extend back toward the motorway with vehicles largely bound for the university.  This also 
creates flow breakdown on the motorway with associated increased risk of vehicle crashes as vehicles 
intending to exit to University Avenue slow down on the through lanes of the motorway.  Modelling 
shows that in the future years, these queues will regularly extend back onto the motorway in peak 
hours and past the Mount Ousley Road intersection blocking access into Wollongong.   

Additionally, the M1 Princes Motorway creates a barrier for safe pedestrian and cyclist movements 
between the University of Wollongong and suburbs to the north.  Within 3 km of the university, 23 
percent of students live to the north of the campus however only four percent of people who walk to 
the university come from suburbs to the north. 

1.2 Project Key Features 

The proposal is situated at the base of the Illawarra escarpment at Mount Ousley, where the M1 
Princes Motorway enters Wollongong via an existing at-grade intersection with Mount Ousley Road, 
as shown in Figure 1. The main features of the proposal include:  

• An overpass from Mount Ousley Road to allow northbound traffic to safely access the M1 Princes 
Motorway  

• A dedicated heavy vehicle bypass lane, to separate heavy vehicles from general southbound 
traffic on the M1 Princes Motorway and light vehicles exiting at Mount Ousley Road  

• A dedicated southbound heavy vehicle exit ramp to Mount Ousley Road, to separate heavy and 
light vehicles exiting the M1 Princes Motorway to Mount Ousley Road 
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• A new entry to the University of Wollongong from the M1 Princes Motorway, for both northbound 
and southbound vehicles, via a new overpass from Mount Ousley Road and a new (northbound) 
motorway exit ramp 

• A new exit from the University of Wollongong to the M1 Princes Motorway northbound, and to 
Mount Ousley Road via the new overpass 

• New roundabouts at Mount Ousley Road, servicing the new entrance to the University of 
Wollongong and for vehicles exiting the Motorway (from northbound and southbound lanes) at 
Mount Ousley Road 

• A new southbound service road, which would replace the existing southbound access from the 
M1 Princes Motorway to University Avenue  

• Two new heavy vehicle safety ramps 

• A new pedestrian and cyclist bridge over Mount Ousley Road and the M1 Princes Motorway, and 
a new shared path connecting suburbs to the north with the University of Wollongong and the 
TAFE Illawarra Wollongong campus 

• Upgrades to the existing pedestrian bridge over the M1 Princes Motorway at Northfields Avenue, 
comprising modifications to the bridge span and the eastern access ramp 

• A new commuter car park, relocated to the southern side of the M1 Princes Motorway, with 
additional formalised parking spaces 

• New noise walls along the M1 Princes Motorway, between the motorway and nearby residential 
areas 

• New noise walls along Mount Ousley Road, between the M1 Princes Motorway interchange and 
Gaynor Avenue. 

The proposal extends on the motorway from about 450 m west to just over 1,000 m south of the 
existing intersection with Mt Ousley Road, and about 650 m east on Mt Ousley Road between the M1 
Princes Motorway and Gaynor Avenue.  The overall footprint of the proposed interchange extends 
north of Mt Ousley Road up to the southern edge of Dumfries Avenue, and into the land occupied by 
the University of Wollongong on the southern side.  The proposed works extend south along the M1 
Princes Motorway corridor as far as the University Avenue interchange and overpass.  Along the 
eastern side, the proposal’s footprint would encroach into a narrow strip of land occupied by the 
Illawarra TAFE campus.  In addition, an existing parcel of Roads and Maritime owned land bounded 
by the M1 Princes Motorway, Mount Ousley Road, Gowan Brae Avenue and the Illawarra TAFE 
campus, would be temporarily used as a site construction compound which may be converted into a 
permanent traffic incident response unit.  

The proposed alignment for the proposal is provided in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 The Proposal 
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1.3 Relevant Guidelines 

Construction noise has been assessed in accordance with the Interim Construction Noise Guideline 
(ICNG), DECC, 2009, and with reference to the Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline (CNVG), 
RMS, 2016.  Construction road traffic noise has been assessed in accordance with the NSW Road 
Noise Policy (RNP), NSW EPA, 2011.  

Operational road traffic noise impacts have been assessed in accordance with guidance provided in 
the NSW Road Noise Policy (RNP), NSW EPA, 2011 and with reference to the Noise Criteria 
Guideline (NCG) and the Noise Mitigation Guideline (NMG), Roads and Maritime, December 2014. 

Vibration from operation and construction has been assessed in accordance with Assessing Vibration: 
A Technical Guideline, DEC, 2006 and DIN 4150:Part 3-1999 Structural vibration – Effects of vibration 
on structures, Deutsches Institute fur Normung, 1999 

1.4 Terminology 

The assessment has used specific acoustic terminology.  An explanation of common terms is included 
in Appendix A.   
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

2.1 Existing Environment 

The proposal is to be located in the suburban environment of Mount Ousley, Wollongong.  The area 
surrounding the proposal is generally residential with two education campuses to the south and east, 
at the University of Wollongong and NSW TAFE Illawarra campus, respectively. 

The existing ambient noise environment surrounding the route is typically dominated by road traffic 
noise from the M1 Princes Motorway.  During the evening and night-time the ambient noise decreases 
as road traffic volumes reduce. 

The proposal has been split into a number of Noise Catchment Areas (NCAs) which represent the 
various receivers areas and changing land use which surroundings the proposal.  The location of the 
NCAs are indicated in Figure 2.   
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Figure 2 Site Plan and Monitoring Locations 
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2.2 Identification of Noise and Vibration Sensitive Receivers  

The sensitivity of receivers to noise and vibration is dependent upon the occupancy type and the 
nature of the activities performed within the affected premises.  Sensitivity to noise is a subjective 
response varying for different individuals and can depend on the existing noise environment.   

For the purpose of this assessment, receivers potentially sensitive to noise and vibration have been 
categorised as: 

• Residential dwellings 

• Commercial and industrial properties 

• Other – education institutions. 

This assessment considers all residences to be sensitive during both construction and operation.  
Commercial receivers are considered to be sensitive to construction noise and vibration impacts.   

Receivers sensitive to noise and vibration (other than residential dwellings or commercial premises) 
identified in proximity to the proposed alignment are detailed in Table 1. 

Table 1 Other Noise and Vibration Sensitive Receivers 

NCA Description Address1 TYPE 
NCA03 Mount Ousley School 31 McGrath Street, Fairy Meadow Education 
NCA05 University of Wollongong Northfields Avenue, Mount Ousley Education 
NCA07 Elonera Montessori School 21 Mount Ousley Road, North Wollongong Education 
NCA08 TAFE Illawarra  Foleys Lane, North Wollongong Education 

Keira High School Lysaght St, Fairy Meadow Education 
Wollongong High School of the Performing Arts Lysaght St, Fairy Meadow Education 

Note 1: Address is approximate and  has been generated from a NSW Land and Property Information (LPI) database and 
has not been verified on site. 

2.3 Ambient Noise Surveys and Monitoring Locations 

To quantify and characterise the existing ambient noise environment across the project area a 
baseline noise monitoring survey was undertaken in November 2016.  The measured noise levels 
have been used to establish existing noise levels as a basis for assessing potential noise impacts of 
the proposal. 

The noise monitoring locations, shown in Table 2, were selected to be representative of receivers and 
communities potentially affected by the construction and operation of the proposal.   

Noise monitoring equipment was deployed with consideration of other noise sources that may 
influence the measurements, accessibility and security, and with the consent of relevant land owners.  
The noise monitoring locations are identified in Figure 2. 
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Table 2 Ambient Noise Survey Locations 

ID NCA Noise Monitoring Location Address 
BG01 NCA01 1 Dumfries Avenue, Mount Ousley 
BG02 NCA03 1A Bass Street, Mount Ousley 
BG03 NCA04 Binda Street, Keiraville 
BG04 NCA05 University of Wollongong, Mount Ousley 
BG05 NCA07 Gowan Brea Avenue, Mount Ousley 
BG06 NCA08 TAFE Illawarra, North Wollongong 
  

2.4 Unattended Noise Monitoring 

2.4.1 Methodology  

The noise loggers continuously measured noise levels in 15 minute sampling periods to determine the 
existing LAeq, LA90 and other relevant statistical noise levels during the daytime, evening and night-
time periods.   

The noise measurements were carried out with ARL316 and Svantek 957 noise loggers.  The 
equipment was set up with microphones at 1.5 m above the ground level.  All microphones were fitted 
with wind shields. 

All noise measurement instrumentation used in the surveys was designed to comply with the 
requirements of Australian Standard AS IEC 61672.1—2004 – Electroacoustics—Sound level meters, 
Part 1: Specifications and carried appropriate and current National Association of Testing Authorities 
(NATA) calibration certificates.  The calibration of the loggers was checked both before and after each 
measurement survey and the variation in calibration at all locations was found to be within acceptable 
limits at all times. 

The results of the noise monitoring have been processed to exclude noise identified as extraneous 
and/or data affected by adverse weather conditions (such as strong wind or rain) so as to establish 
representative noise levels in each area. 

2.4.2 Noise Monitoring Results 

The results of the unattended ambient noise surveys are summarised in Table 3 as the Rating 
Background Level (RBL) and LAeq noise levels for the ICNG daytime, evening and night-time periods.  
The 24 hour daily noise levels at each monitoring location are graphically presented in Appendix B. 

The measured RBLs are used to set the management levels for the assessment of construction noise, 
contained in Section 3. 
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Table 3 Summary of Unattended Noise Logging Results 

Noise Monitoring 
Location 

Measured Noise Level (dBA)1 
RBL LAeq 
Daytime Evening Night Daytime Evening Night  

BG01 59 53 40 64 63 61 

BG02 51 45 38 65 64 59 

BG03 56 51 40 62 60 59 

BG04 65 55 41 74 71 72 

BG05 60 55 46 66 64 64 

BG06 63 54 43 72 69 71 
Note 1: ICNG Governing Periods – Day: 7.00 am to 6.00 pm Monday to Saturday, 8.00 am to 6.00 pm Sunday; Evening: 

6.00 pm to 10.00 pm; Night: 10.00 pm to 7.00 am Monday to Saturday, 10.00 pm to 8.00 am Sunday. 
Note 2: Monitored night-time level was found to be higher than the evening and daytime level, therefore the INP requires 

that the night-time level used for assessment purposes be reduced to match the evening level. 

2.5 Attended Noise Measurement Observations 

Attended noise measurements were undertaken at the time of deployment of the noise monitoring 
equipment.  The purpose of these measurements is to allow a greater understanding of the relative 
contributions from the various sources of existing noise at each location. 

Attended  noise  observations were made at each of  the  noise monitoring locations identified in 
Table 2.  During each measurement the observer noted the various noise sources and the 
contributing noise level.   

At each location the attended measurements were performed for 15 minutes using a calibrated Brüel 
and Kjær 2260 Precision Sound Level Meter.  Wind speeds were less than 5 m/s at all times, and all 
measurements were performed at a height of 1.5 m above ground level. 

Calibration of the sound level meter was checked before and after each measurement and the 
variation in calibration at all locations was found to be within acceptable limits at all times. 

Detailed observations of the noise environment at each of the attended monitoring locations are 
provided in Appendix B. 
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3 CONSTRUCTION AIRBORNE NOISE AND VIBRATION ASSESSMENT 

People are usually more tolerant to noise and vibration impacts during the construction phase of a 
project than during normal long-term operation, due to the recognition that the construction emissions 
are of a temporary nature.  For this reason, acceptable noise and vibration levels are normally higher 
during construction than during operations. 

Construction often requires the use of heavy machinery which can generate high noise and vibration 
levels at nearby buildings and receivers.  For some equipment, there is limited opportunity to mitigate 
the noise and vibration levels in a cost-effective manner and hence the potential disturbance impacts 
are typically minimised as much as practicable through management techniques. 

At any particular location, the potential impacts can vary greatly depending on factors such as the 
relative proximity of sensitive receivers, the overall duration of the construction works, the intensity of 
the noise and vibration levels, the time at which the construction works are undertaken and the 
character of the noise or vibration emissions. 

3.1 List of Applicable Guideline Documents 

All guidelines referenced in this construction noise and vibration assessment are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4 Construction Noise and Vibration Guidelines and Policies 

Construction Noise and Vibration Guidelines and Policies 
Guideline/Policy Name When Guideline is Used 
Interim Construction Noise Guideline (ICNG), DECC, 
2009 

Assessment of airborne noise impacts on sensitive 
receivers 

Assessing Vibration: a technical guideline, DEC, 2006 Assessment of vibration impacts on sensitive 
receivers 

Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline (CNVG), 
RMS, 2016 

Assessment and management protocols for airborne 
noise and vibration impacts of RMS road 
infrastructure projects 

BS 7385 Part 2-1993 Evaluation and measurement for 
vibration in buildings Part 2, BSI, 1993 

Assessment of vibration impacts (damage) to non-
heritage sensitive structures  

DIN 4150:Part 3-1999 Structural vibration – Effects of 
vibration on structures, Deutsches Institute fur 
Normung, 1999 

Screening assessment of vibration impacts (damage) 
to heritage sensitive structures, if structure is found to 
be unsound 

3.2 Noise Guidelines 

This section describes the guidelines used for the assessment of potential noise impacts from on-site 
works during construction of the proposal. 
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3.2.1 Noise Metrics 

The primary noise metrics used to describe construction noise emissions in construction assessments 
are: 

LA1(1minute) The typical ‘maximum noise level for an event’, used in the assessment of potential 
sleep disturbance during night-time periods.  Alternatively, assessment may be 
conducted using the LAFmax or maximum noise level. 

LAeq(15minute) The ‘energy average noise level’ evaluated over a 15-minute period.  This parameter 
is used to assess the potential construction noise impacts. 

LA90 The ‘background noise level’ in the absence of construction activities.  This parameter 
represents the average minimum noise level during the daytime, evening and night-
time periods respectively.  The LAeq(15minute) construction Noise Management Levels 
are based on the LA90 background noise levels. 

RBL The ‘Rating Background Level’ representative of the typical lowest ambient noise level 
not exceeded for more than 90% of the daytime, evening, or night-time period. 

NML The construction ‘Noise Management Level’ is defined by the existing ambient noise 
levels and the receiver’s sensitivity to construction noise. 

The subscript ‘A’ indicates that the noise levels are filtered to match normal hearing characteristics 
(A-weighted).   

3.2.2 NSW Interim Construction Noise Guideline 

The Interim Construction Noise Guideline (ICNG) (DECC 2009) sets out ways to assess and manage 
the impacts of construction noise on residences and other sensitive land uses.  It does this by 
presenting assessment approaches that are tailored to the scale of the construction works.  

The ICNG requires project specific Noise Management Levels (NMLs) to be established for potentially 
noise affected receivers.  In the event construction noise levels are predicted to be above the NMLs, 
feasible and reasonable work practices are to be investigated to minimise noise emissions. 

Having investigated all feasible and reasonable work practices, if construction noise levels are still 
predicted to exceed the NMLs then the potential noise impacts would be managed via site specific 
construction noise management plans, which are typically prepared in the detailed design phase of the 
project. 

3.2.2.1 Residential Receivers 

The ICNG provides an approach for determining LAeq(15minute) NMLs at adjacent residential receivers 
based on the measured LA90(15minute) Rating Background Level (RBL), as described in Table 5. 
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Table 5 Determination of NMLs for Residential Receivers 

Time of Day NML 
LAeq(15minute) 

How to Apply 

Standard hours 
Monday to Friday 
7:00 am to 6:00 pm 
Saturday 
8:00 am to 1:00 pm 
No work on Sundays or 
public holidays 

RBL + 10 dBA • The noise affected level represents the point above which 
there may be some community reaction to noise. 

• Where the predicted or measured LAeq(15minute) is greater 
than the noise affected level, the proponent should apply all 
feasible and reasonable work practises to meet the noise 
affected level. 

• The proponent should also inform all potentially impacted 
residents of the nature of works to be carried out, the 
expected noise levels and duration, as well as contact 
details. 

Highly Noise 
Affected 
75 dBA 

• The Highly Noise Affected (HNA) level represents the point 
above which there may be strong community reaction to 
noise. 

• Where noise is above this level, the relevant authority 
(consent, determining or regulatory) may require respite 
periods by restructuring the hours that the very noisy 
activities can occur, taking into account: 
 Times identified by the community when they are 

less sensitive to noise (such as before and after 
school for works near schools or mid-morning or 
mid-afternoon for works near residences. 

 If the community is prepared to accept a longer 
period of construction in exchange for restrictions on 
construction times. 

Outside recommended 
standard hours 

RBL + 5 dBA • A strong justification would typically be required for works 
outside the recommended standard hours. 

• The proponent should apply all feasible and reasonable 
work practices to meet the noise affected level. 

• Where all feasible and reasonable practises have been 
applied and noise is more than 5 dBA above the noise 
affected level, the proponent should negotiate with the 
community. 

Note 1 The RBL is the overall single-figure background noise level measured in each relevant assessment period (during or 
outside the recommended standard hours).  The term RBL is described in detail in the NSW Industrial Noise Policy. 

3.2.2.2 Sleep Disturbance 

The most recent guidance in relation to sleep disturbance is contained in the EPA’s Application Notes 
– NSW Industrial Noise Policy (2010).  The pertinent section of the online Application Notes states the 
following: 

“DECC[W] reviewed research on sleep disturbance in the NSW Environmental Criteria for 
Road Traffic Noise (ECRTN) (EPA, 1999). This review concluded that the range of results is 
sufficiently diverse that it was not reasonable to issue new noise criteria for sleep 
disturbance. 

From the research, DECC[W] recognised that current sleep disturbance criterion of an LA1, 
(1 minute) not exceeding the LA90, (15 minute) by more than 15 dBA is not ideal. 
Nevertheless, as there is insufficient evidence to determine what should replace it, DECC[W] 
will continue to use it as a guide to identify the likelihood of sleep disturbance. This means 
that where the criterion is met, sleep disturbance is not likely, but where it is not met, a more 
detailed analysis is required. 
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The detailed analysis should cover the maximum noise level or LA1, (1 minute), that is, the 
extent to which the maximum noise level exceeds the background level and the number of 
times this happens during the night-time period. Some guidance on possible impact is 
contained in the review of research results in the appendices to the ECRTN. Other factors 
that may be important in assessing the extent of impacts on sleep include: 

• How often high noise events will occur 

• Time of day (normally between 10pm and 7am) 

• Whether there are times of day when there is a clear change in the noise environment 
(such as during early morning shoulder periods) 

• The LA1, (1 minute) descriptor is meant to represent a maximum noise level 
measured under “fast” time response. DECC[W] will accept analysis based on either 
LA1, (1 minute) or LAmax”. 

Where construction is required to be undertaken during the night-time period the potential for sleep 
disturbance should be assessed.  The current approach to identifying potential sleep disturbance 
impacts is to set a screening criterion 15 dB above the RBL during the night-time period (10.00 pm to 
7.00 am). 

The term ‘screening criterion’ indicates a noise level that is intended as a guide to identify the 
likelihood of sleep disturbance.  It is not a firm criteria to be met, however where the criterion is met 
sleep disturbance is considered to be unlikely.  When the screening criterion is not met, a more 
detailed analysis is required. 

The detailed analysis should assess the maximum noise level or LAF1(1minute), the extent that the 
maximum noise level exceeds the background noise level and the number of times any exceedance 
occurs during the night-time period. 

3.2.2.3 Commercial and Industrial Premises 

The ICNG notes that due to the broad range of sensitivities that commercial or industrial land can 
have to noise from construction, the process of defining management levels is separated into three 
categories: 

• Industrial premises: external LAeq(15minute) 75 dBA 

• Offices, retail outlets: external LAeq(15minute) 70 dBA 

• Other businesses that may be very sensitive to noise, where the noise level is project specific as 
discussed below. 

The external noise levels should be assessed at the most-affected occupied point of the premises. 

3.2.2.4 Other Sensitive Land Uses 

The ICNG’s quantitative assessment method provides NMLs for other sensitive land uses, such as 
educational institutes, hospitals, medical facilities and outdoor recreational areas.  These land uses 
are considered potentially sensitive to construction noise only when the properties are in use.  

The project specific LAeq(15minute) NMLs for other non-residential noise sensitive receivers from the 
ICNG are provided in Table 6. 
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Table 6 ICNG NMLs for Other Sensitive Receivers 

Land Use NML LAeq(15minute) 
(Applied when the property is in use) 

Classrooms at schools and other education institutions Internal noise level 45 dBA 

Hospital wards and operating theatres Internal noise level 45 dBA 

Places of Worship Internal noise level 45 dBA 

Active recreation areas 
(characterised by sporting activities and activities which 
generate their own noise or focus for participants, making them 
less sensitive to external noise intrusion) 

External noise level 65 dBA 

Passive recreation areas 
(characterised by contemplative activities that generate little 
noise and where benefits are compromised by external noise 
intrusion, eg  reading, meditation) 

External noise level 60 dBA 

Community centres Depends on the intended use of the centre.  
Refer to the recommended ‘maximum’ 
internal levels in AS 2107 for specific uses. 

For sensitive receivers such as hospitals, schools and places of worship, the NMLs presented in Table 
6 are based on internal noise levels.  For the purpose of this assessment, it is conservatively assumed 
that these receivers have openable windows.  On the basis that external noise levels are typically 10 
dB higher than internal noise levels when windows are open, an external NML of 55 dBA LAeq(15minute) 
has been adopted. 

Notwithstanding, it is likely receivers such as the educational buildings at the University of Wollongong 
and the TAFE Illawarra Wollongong would have fixed windows and relatively well performing facades 
due to existing road traffic noise exposure.  Table 7 shows indicative noise reductions for typical 
building facade structures (as taken from the Roads and Maritime Environmental Noise Management 
Manual (ENMM)). 

Table 7 Indicative Building Noise Reduction (Table 4.2 of ENMM) 

Building Type Windows  Internal noise reduction  
All  Open 10 dB(A) 

Light frame Single glazed (closed) 20 dB (A) 

Masonry Single glazed (closed) 25 dB (A) 

Double glazed  35 dB (A) 
 

Further investigation of the likely existing performance of buildings at the University of Wollongong and 
the TAFE Illawarra Wollongong would be undertaken during detailed design to determine the existing 
performance of building facades and appropriate external to internal attenuation values.   

3.2.3 Residential NML Summary 

Using the measured background noise levels in Table 3, the residential NMLs derived for the proposal 
are detailed in Table 8.   

The noise monitoring locations were selected to capture background noise levels at the typically most 
affected receiver locations in the various catchments along the alignment.  The most affected 
receivers are usually front row receivers which have a direct line of sight to the construction works. 
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Whilst background noise levels may reduce for receivers which are further back from the construction 
works (and nearby roads), the construction noise predictions are likely to drop off at a quicker rate 
meaning the level of impact would be lower than the most affected ‘front row’ receivers. 

Table 8 Residential Receiver NMLs for Construction 

NCA Logger ID Standard 
Construction  
(RBL+10dB) 

Out of Hours  
(RBL+5dBA) 

Sleep 
Disturbance 
Screening 
(RBL+15) Daytime  Daytime  Evening  Night-time  

NCA01 BG01 69 64 58 45 55 

NCA02 BG02 61 56 50 43 53 

NCA03 BG02 61 56 50 43 53 

NCA04 BG03 66 61 56 45 55 

NCA05 BG04 75 70 60 46 56 

NCA06 BG04 75 70 60 46 56 

NCA07 BG05 70 65 60 51 61 

NCA08 BG06 73 68 59 48 58 

NCA09 BG06 73 68 59 48 58 

3.3 Construction Road Traffic Noise Guidelines 

When trucks and other vehicles are operating within the boundaries of construction sites, road vehicle 
noise contributions are included in the predicted LAeq(15minute) noise emissions and assessed against 
the ICNG criteria in Section 3.2.2.  

When construction related traffic moves onto the public road network a different noise assessment 
methodology is appropriate, as vehicle movements are regarded as ‘additional road traffic’ rather than 
as part of the works and are assessed under the RMS Road Noise Policy (RNP).   

As required by the RNP, an initial screening test should first be applied by evaluating whether noise 
levels would increase by more than 2 dB (an increase in the number vehicles of approximately 60%) 
due to construction traffic or a temporary reroute due to a road closure.   

Where noise levels increase by more than 2 dB (ie 2.1 dB or greater) further assessment is required 
using the criteria presented in the RNP, as reproduced below to in Table 9. 

Table 9 RNP Criteria for Assessing Construction Vehicles on Public Roads 

Road Category Type of Project/Land Use Assessment Criteria (dBA) 
Daytime  
(7 am - 10 pm) 

Night-time 
(10 pm - 7 am) 

Freeway/ 
arterial/ 
sub-arterial 
roads 

Existing residences affected by additional traffic on 
existing freeways/arterial/sub-arterial roads 
generated by land use developments 

LAeq(15hour) 60 
(external) 

LAeq(9hour) 55 
(external) 

Local roads Existing residences affected by additional traffic on 
existing local roads generated by land use 
developments  

LAeq(1hour) 55 
(external) 

LAeq(1hour) 50 
(external) 
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3.4 Construction Vibration Guidelines 

The effects of vibration on buildings can be divided into three main categories: 

• Those in which the occupants or users of the building are inconvenienced or possibly disturbed 

• Those where the building contents may be affected 

• Those in which the integrity of the building or the structure itself may be prejudiced. 

3.4.1 Human Comfort Vibration 

The EPA’s Assessing Vibration: a technical guideline (2006) provides guideline values for continuous, 
transient and intermittent events that are based on a Vibration Dose Value (VDV) rather than a 
continuous vibration level.  The VDV is dependent upon the level and duration of the vibration event, 
as well as the number of events occurring during the daytime or night-time period. 

The VDVs recommended in the guideline for vibration that is intermittent nature are presented in 
Table 10. 

Table 10 Preferred and Maximum Vibration Dose Values for Intermittent Vibration 

Building Type Vibration Dose Value (m/s1.75) 
Preferred  Maximum 

Critical Working Areas (eg hospital operating theatres, precision laboratories) 0.10 0.20 

Residential Daytime 0.20 0.40 

Residential Night-time 0.13 0.26 

Offices, schools, educational institutions and places of worship 0.40 0.80 

Workshops 0.80 1.60 
Note: Daytime is 7:00 am to 10:00 pm and night-time is 10:00 pm to 7:00 am. 

3.4.2 Effects on Building Contents 

People can perceive floor vibration at levels well below those likely to cause damage to building 
contents or affect the operation of typical equipment found in most buildings that is not particularly 
vibration sensitive.  For most receivers, the controlling vibration criterion is the human comfort 
criterion, and it is therefore not normally required to set separate criteria in relation to the effect of 
construction vibration on typical building contents. 

Where appropriate, objectives for the satisfactory operation of vibration sensitive critical instruments or 
manufacturing processes should be sourced from manufacturer’s data and/or other published 
objectives. 

3.4.3 Structural Damage Vibration 

Structural damage vibration limits are based on Australian Standard AS 2187: Part 2-2006 Explosives 
- Storage and Use - Part 2: Use of Explosives and British Standard BS 7385 Part 2-1993 Evaluation 
and measurement for vibration in buildings Part 2.  These standards provide frequency-dependent 
vibration limits related to cosmetic damage, noting that cosmetic damage is very minor in nature, is 
readily repairable and does not affect the structural integrity of the building.   

The recommended vibration limits from BS 7385 for transient vibration for minimal risk of cosmetic 
damage to residential and industrial buildings are shown in Table 11.   
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Table 11 Transient Vibration Guide Values – Minimal Risk of Cosmetic Damage 

Line Type of Building Peak Component Particle Velocity in Frequency Range of 
Predominant Pulse 
4 Hz to 15 Hz 15 Hz and Above 

1 Reinforced or framed structures.  
Industrial and heavy commercial 
buildings 

50 mm/s at 4 Hz and above 

2 Unreinforced or light framed 
structures.  Residential or light 
commercial type buildings 

15 mm/s at 4 Hz increasing to 
20 mm/s at 15 Hz 

20 mm/s at 15 Hz increasing to 
50 mm/s at 40 Hz and above 

3.4.4 General Vibration Screening Criterion 

The guide values in Table 11 relate predominantly to transient vibration which does not give rise to 
resonant responses in structures and low-rise buildings. 

Where the dynamic loading caused by continuous vibration may give rise to dynamic magnification 
due to resonance, especially at the lower frequencies where lower guide values apply, then the guide 
values may need to be reduced by up to 50%. 

Rockbreaking / hammering activities are considered to have the potential to cause dynamic loading in 
some structures (eg residences) and it is therefore appropriate to reduce the transient values by 50%. 

For construction activities involving intermittent vibration sources such as rockbreakers, piling rigs, 
vibratory rollers and excavators, the predominant vibration energy occurs at frequencies greater than 
4 Hz (and usually in the 10 Hz to 100 Hz range).  On this basis, a conservative vibration damage 
screening level per receiver type is given below: 

• Reinforced or framed structures:  25.0 mm/s 

• Unreinforced or light framed structures:  7.5 mm/s. 

At locations where the predicted and/or measured vibration levels are greater than shown above (peak 
component particle velocity) monitoring should be performed during construction.  At these locations a 
more detailed analysis of the building structure, vibration source, dominant frequencies and dynamic 
characteristics of the structure would be undertaken to determine the applicable safe vibration level. 

3.4.5 Heritage 

Heritage buildings should be considered on a case by case basis.  A heritage listed structure should 
not (unless it is structurally unsound) be assumed to be more sensitive to vibration resulting in 
application of the 7.5 mm/s screening criterion.  Where a historic building is deemed to be sensitive to 
damage from vibration (following inspection), a more conservative superficial cosmetic damage 
criterion of 2.5 mm/s peak component particle velocity (from DIN 4150) should be applied. 

3.4.6 Sensitive Scientific and Medical Equipment 

Some scientific equipment (eg electron microscopes and microelectronics manufacturing equipment) 
can require more stringent vibration objectives than those applicable to human comfort. 

Where it has been identified that vibration sensitive scientific and/or medical instruments are likely to 
be in use inside the premises of an identified vibration sensitive receiver, objectives for the satisfactory 
operation of the instrument should be sourced from manufacturer’s data. 
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Where manufacturer’s data is not available, generic Vibration Criterion (VC) curves as published by 
the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers may be adopted as vibration goals.  These 
generic VC curves are presented below in Table 12 and Figure 3. 

Table 12  Application and Interpretation of the Generic Vibration Criterion (VC) Curves  

Criterion 
Curve 

Max Level 
(µm/sec, rms)1 

Detail Size 
(microns)2 

Description of Use 

VC-A 50 8 Adequate in most instances for optical microscopes to 400X, microbalances, optical 
balances, proximity and projection aligners, etc. 

VC-B 25 3 An appropriate standard for optical microscopes to 1000X, inspection and lithography 
equipment (including steppers) to 3 micron line widths. 

VC-C 12.5 1 A good standard for most lithography and inspection equipment to 1 micron detail size. 
VC-D 6 0.3 Suitable in most instances for the most demanding equipment including electron 

microscopes (TEMs and SEMs) and E-Beam systems, operating to the limits of their 
capability. 

VC-E 3 0.1 A difficult criterion to achieve in most instances. Assumed to be adequate for the most 
demanding of sensitive systems including long path, laser-based, small target systems 
and other systems requiring extraordinary dynamic stability. 

Note 1: As measured in one-third octave bands of frequency over the frequency range 8 to 100 Hz. 
Note 2: The detail size refers to the line widths for microelectronics fabrication, the particle (cell) size for medical and 

pharmaceutical research, etc.  The values given take into account the observation requirements of many items 
dependent upon the detail size of the process. 

Note 3:  See Table 46 of Chapter 47 from ASHRAE Sound and Vibration Control Manual for additional equipment items 
with respect to the VC curves. 

Figure 3  Vibration Criterion (VC) Curves 

 
 

It is understood that the University of Wollongong is in the process of seeking development approval 
for a Centre of Molecular and Life Sciences building, which would house scientific instruments which 
are likely highly sensitive to potential vibration impacts during construction. It is however noted that the 
building would be located approximately  250 m from the proposed works. 
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3.5 Works Description 

3.5.1 Construction Activities 

The activities likely to be required to construct the proposal involve conventional road infrastructure 
construction equipment such as rockbreakers, earth moving equipment, concreting equipment, paving 
plant, and cranes.   

A number of scenarios have been developed to assess potential impacts associated with construction 
of the proposal. Table 13 outlines the construction scenarios and corresponding activities, as well as 
noting the periods that the various works would be required to be completed in.  The anticipated 
durations of activities are also summarised, noting that the activities would not occur at full capacity for 
all of the period and would not be expected to be undertaken every day during the scheduled activity. 

Table 13 Construction Activities and Period of Construction 

Works 
ID 

Scenario Indicative 
Duration 
(Weeks)1 

Hours of Works2 
Std.   
Day 

Day 
OOH 

Eve Night 

W.0001 Clearing Up to 6     
W.0002 Service Relocation Up to 26     
W.0003 Earthworks (with breaker DAYTIME) Up to 1     
W.0004 Earthworks (with breaker NIGHT-TIME) Up to 0.5     

W.0005 Earthworks (no breaker) Up to 15     
W.0006 Noise Barriers - Removal and Construction (DAYTIME) Up to 3     
W.0007 Noise Barriers - Removal and Construction (NIGHT-TIME) Up to 1     

W.0008 Piling Up to 22     
W.0009 Pavement & Infrastructure Works 

 
Up to 7     

W.0010 Bridges (DAYTIME) Up to 4     
W.0011 Bridges (NIGHT-TIME) Up to 2     
W.0012 Concrete Works (DAYTIME) Up to 22     
W.0013 Concrete Works (NIGHT-TIME) Up to 1     
W.0014 Signage & Line Marking Up to 6     
Note 1: Durations should be regarded as indicative and represent typical works.  The durations will differ at the various 

sites and the longest duration is presented.    
Note 2: OOH = Out of hours.  During the daytime this refers to the period on Saturday between 7am – 8am and 1pm – 

6pm, on Sunday and public holidays between 8am – 6pm. 

Construction is anticipated to take around two and a half years.  The timing of construction is yet to be 
confirmed. 

3.5.2 Working Hours 

Where possible, the construction works would be undertaken in accordance with the ICNG during the 
standard daytime working hours of: 

• 7.00 am to 6.00 pm Monday to Friday 

• 8.00 am to 1.00 pm on Saturdays 

• No work on Sundays or Public Holidays. 

However, the nature of the proposal being in an active road corridor means evening and night-time 
work would also be required. 
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At this early stage in the proposal, Out of Hours Works (OOHW) are included in the assessment for 
certain activities in order to inform the scheduling of construction activities and management of noise 
during the detailed design phase.  It is anticipated that the finalised requirements for OOHW would be 
determined at a later design stage. 

Other works which may be undertaken outside of standard construction hours without any further 
planning approval may include: 

• Works which are determined to comply with the relevant NML at the nearest sensitive receiver 

• The delivery of materials outside of approved hours as required by the Police or other authorities 
(including Roads and Maritime Services) for safety reasons 

• Where it is required to avoid the loss of life, property and/or to prevent environmental harm in an 
emergency. 

With the exception of emergency works, activities would not take place outside standard hours without 
prior discussion with and/or notification of local residents, businesses and the EPA, where required. 

Where works are proposed outside of standard construction hours, site specific Construction Noise 
and Vibration Management Plans (CNVMPs) would be developed in the detailed design phase.  The 
CNVMPs would provide a detailed assessment of potential noise levels and site specific measures to 
control potential noise impacts and minimise the potential for disturbance at affected receivers.  

3.5.3 Works Locations 

Table 14 gives an overview of the various activities together with their anticipated required locations.  
These locations are also shown on a site map in Figure 4.  It should be noted that not all works 
activities (shown in to Table 13) would be required in all locations and therefore impacts would be 
expected to be dominated by different activities throughout the study area.   

Table 14 Construction Works Locations 

Works ID Scenario Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
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W.0001 Clearing X X X    X   
W.0002 Service Relocation X X X       
W.0003 Earthworks (with breaker DAYTIME)    X X X X X X 
W.0004 Earthworks (with breaker NIGHT-TIME)     X     
W.0005 Earthworks (no breaker) X X X X X X X X X 
W.0006 Noise Barriers - Removal and Construction (DAYTIME)    X  X    
W.0007 Noise Barriers - Removal and Construction (NIGHT-TIME) X  X       
W.0008 Piling X X X X    X  
W.0009 Pavement & Infrastructure Works 

 
X X X X X X X X X 

W.0010 Bridges (DAYTIME) X X        
W.0011 Bridges (NIGHT-TIME) X  X X  X    
W.0012 Concrete Works (DAYTIME) X X X X X X X X  
W.0013 Concrete Works (NIGHT-TIME)  X        
W.0014 Signage & Line Marking X X X X X X X X X 
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Figure 4 Works Locations 

 
Note: Information subject to further investigation during detailed design. 
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3.5.3.1 NCA Discussion 

NCA01  

• This catchment is located to the immediate north of the M1 Princes Motorway and is of a 
residential nature.  The eastern section of the existing noise barrier, near to the boundary of the 
NCA with NCA02 on the north of the motorway, would be required to be removed to allow 
construction works to occur (refer to Figure 5). 

• The nearest receivers to the proposal are on Highbank Place, Sunninghill Crescent and Dumfries 
Avenue, and are around 10 m from the works. 

NCA02 

• This catchment is entirely residential and is located to the north of the proposed Mount Ousley 
interchange.  The existing noise barrier to the north of the motorway would be required to be 
removed (and relocated) as part of the works (refer to Figure 5). 

• The nearest receivers are on Dumfries Avenue and are around 30 m from the works.  

• Construction works associated with the new heavy vehicle bypass lane, new heavy vehicle safety 
ramp and reconfiguration of the interchange would be required in this catchment.  

NCA03 

• This catchment is located to the north of Mount Ousley Road, at the point where the interchange 
ties in with the existing road.  The catchment consists of mainly residential receivers.  

• Receivers on Dumfries Avenue are the nearest to the construction works in this catchment and 
are around 30 m from the works. 

NCA04 

• This catchment is located to the south of the motorway.  The eastern section of the existing noise 
barrier on the southern side of the motorway would be required to be removed (and relocated) as 
part of the works (refer to Figure 5). 

• The catchment is residential and the nearest receivers are on Binda Street and Falder Place, and 
are around 30 m from the works. 

• Construction works associated with the provision of the new entry to the University of Wollongong 
from the motorway would be required in the south east of this catchment. 

NCA05 

• This catchment consists of educational receivers as part of the University of Wollongong campus, 
which is located to the south and west of the motorway.   

• The nearest university buildings are around 30 m from the works. 

• Construction works associated with general widening of the motorwaywould be required in this 
catchment, together with provision of the new entry to the University of Wollongong in the north. 

NCA06 

• This catchment is located to the west of the motorway and consists of residential receivers.  The 
nearest receivers are on Irvine Street and are over 100 m from the works. 

• Relatively minor construction works would be required in this area. 

NCA07 

• This catchment is located to the south of Mount Ousley Road and consists of mainly residential 
receivers.  The nearest receivers are near to Gowan Brae Avenue and are around 20 m from the 
works. 
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• Construction works associated with the with the new overpass from Mount Ousley Road, the new 
access ramp to the motorway, the new pedestrian and cyclist bridge and the new cycle path are 
required adjacent to this location.  

NCA08 

• This catchment consists of educational receivers as part of the TAFE Illawarra campus and 
Wollongong High School of the Performing Arts campuses, both located to the east of the 
motorway.   

• The nearest TAFE buildings are around 50 m from the works. 

• Construction works associated with widening of the motorway are required in this area. 

NCA09 

• This catchment is located to the east of the motorway and consists mainly of residential receivers.  
The nearest receivers are on College Place and are over 100 m from the works. 

• Relatively minor construction works would be required in this area. 

Figure 5 Existing Noise Barriers that would Require Removal 

 
Note: Demolished noise barriers would be reinstated as part of the project, however construction noise impacts have 

been assessed with the demolished noise barriers shown above removed to ensure the potential worst-case 
impacts are predicted. 

3.6 Overview of Construction Noise Modelling 

3.6.1 Source Location 

Consistent with the requirements of the ICNG, this assessment provides a ‘realistic worst-case’ noise 
impact assessment based on the required construction works within any 15-minute period.  This is 
typically associated with works located nearest to a particular receiver. 
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In reality, the potential construction noise impacts at any particular location can vary greatly depending 
on factors including the following: 

• The position of the works within the site and distance to the nearest sensitive receiver 

• The overall duration of the works 

• The intensity of the noise levels 

• The time at which the works are undertaken 

• The character of the noise. 

Noise levels at sensitive receivers can also be significantly lower than the worst-case scenario when 
the construction works move to a more distant location in a works area.  This concept is shown in 
Figure 6. 

Figure 6 Illustration of Works Areas 

 
 

The above figure illustrates that when works move away from a receiver the noise levels from the 
operation of the construction equipment would reduce accordingly. 

3.6.2 Calculation Type 

To quantify noise levels from the construction activities a computer noise prediction model using the 
ISO 9613 algorithms was developed using SoundPLAN software. 

Local terrain, receiver buildings and structures were digitised in the noise model to develop a three-
dimensional representation of the construction sites and surrounding environment.  In accordance with 
the ICNG, noise levels are predicted at all receivers in the various catchment areas surrounding the 
works. 

3.6.3 Construction Activity Source Noise Levels 

Sound power levels for the typical operation of construction equipment applied in the modelling are 
listed in Table 15.  These noise levels have been taken from SLR’s noise database. 
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Table 15 Construction Works and Sound Power Levels for Construction Equipment 
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 Sound Power Level (LAeq) 111 104 108 106 115 106 102 97 99 121 99 112 101 94 98 101 108 106 98 109 
 Minutes Used in Worst-case 15 Minute Period2  15 15 5 7.5 5 7.5 15 15 15 7.5 15 15 15 15 15 15 7.5 5 15 15 
Works ID Scenario                     
W.0001 Clearing   X      X  X   X     X  
W.0002 Service Relocation  X   X    X          X  
W.0003 Earthworks (with breaker DAYTIME)         X X   X      X  
W.0004 Earthworks (with breaker NIGHT-TIME)         X X   X      X  
W.0005 Earthworks (no breaker)         X    X      X  
W.0006 Noise Barriers - Removal and Construction (DAYTIME)         X     X  X   X  
W.0007 Noise Barriers - Removal and Construction (NIGHT-TIME)         X     X  X   X  
W.0008 Piling                X X  X  
W.0009 Pavement & Infrastructure Works X X          X       X X 
W.0010 Bridges (DAYTIME)        X        X  X X  
W.0011 Bridges (NIGHT-TIME)        X        X  X X  
W.0012 Concrete Works (DAYTIME)    X  X X              
W.0013 Concrete Works (NIGHT-TIME)    X  X X              
W.0014 Signage & Line Marking           X   X X      

Note 1: The ICNG requires that activities identified as particularly annoying (such as jackhammering, rockbreaking and power saw operation) have a 5 dB ‘penalty’ added to predicted noise levels 
when using the quantitative method.   

Note 2: This refers to the amount of time in minutes that individual items of equipment would be in use for during the worst-case 15 minute assessment period, based on site observations.  Some items 
of plant, such as rockbreakers and semi-trailers, are not typically used in a continuous manner. 
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3.7 Predicted Worst-case Noise Levels – Project Overview 

A summary of the predicted noise levels (without additional mitigation) in each of the NCAs for the 
various work activities is presented in Table 16.  Separate results are provided for residential, 
commercial and other sensitive receiver types.  The noise levels are representative of the worst-case 
impacts, at that particular receiver type, where works are at their closest and are intended to give an 
overview of the likely noise levels from the construction works.  Specific impacts relative to the 
established Noise Management Levels of each receiver type are discussed further in Section 3.8.  

The following tables colour the predicted noise levels based on the exceedance of the NML during that 
period and for that receiver type.  A qualitative description of the NML exceedance bands is given 
below, noting that the impact of these potential exceedances would depend on the period in which 
they were to occur (ie the night-time period is typically more sensitive than the daytime or evening for 
most people): 

• Noise levels 1 to 10 dB above NML  –   impacts would typically be marginal to minor  

• Noise levels 11 dB to 20 dB above NML –   impacts would typically be moderate 

• Noise levels >20 dB above NML  –   impacts would typically be high 

For most construction activities, it is expected that the construction noise levels would frequently be 
lower than predicted at the most-exposed receiver, as the noise levels presented in this report are 
based on a realistic worst-case assessment. 

Noise contours are provided in Appendix C showing the worst-case noise predictions for all scenarios 
during the daytime and the night-time.   
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Table 16 Predicted Worst-case Noise Levels from Project – All Works and All NCAs 

NCA NML Predicted LAeq(15minute) Noise Level (dBA)1 
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Residential - Standard Daytime                            
NCA01 69 73 78 81 - 70 68 - 73 82 72 - 73 - 68 
NCA02 61 70 75 76 - 67 63 - 70 79 69 - 70 - 65 
NCA03 61 69 74 59 - 66 43 - 69 78 68 - 69 - 64 
NCA04 66 73 78 80 - 70 67 - 73 82 67 - 73 - 68 
NCA05 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA06 75 60 62 71 - 57 37 - 57 69 56 - 57 - 55 
NCA07 70 73 78 70 - 70 51 - 73 82 72 - 73 - 68 
NCA08 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA09 73 47 51 60 - 50 33 - 47 62 46 - 53 - 48 
Residential - Evening                            
NCA01 58 - - - 51 - - 71 - - - 72 - 40 - 
NCA02 50 - - - 65 - - 70 - - - 69 - 54 - 
NCA03 50 - - - 58 - - 73 - - - 68 - 47 - 
NCA04 56 - - - 57 - - 71 - - - 72 - 46 - 
NCA05 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA06 60 - - - 68 - - 49 - - - 50 - 57 - 
NCA07 60 - - - 70 - - 68 - - - 69 - 59 - 
NCA08 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA09 59 - - - 62 - - 39 - - - 40 - 51 - 
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NCA NML Predicted LAeq(15minute) Noise Level (dBA)1 
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Residential - Night-time                            
NCA01 45 - - - 51 - - 71 - - - 72 - 40 - 
NCA02 43 - - - 65 - - 70 - - - 69 - 54 - 
NCA03 43 - - - 58 - - 73 - - - 68 - 47 - 
NCA04 45 - - - 57 - - 71 - - - 72 - 46 - 
NCA05 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA06 46 - - - 68 - - 49 - - - 50 - 57 - 
NCA07 51 - - - 70 - - 68 - - - 69 - 59 - 
NCA08 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA09 48 - - - 62 - - 39 - - - 40 - 51 - 
Commercial               
NCA01 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA02 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA03 70 47 52 50 50 44 35 45 47 56 46 46 47 39 42 
NCA04 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA05 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA06 70 45 50 56 56 43 35 38 45 55 44 39 46 45 41 
NCA07 70 68 73 64 64 65 46 49 68 77 67 50 68 53 63 
NCA08 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA09  70 67 72 78 78 64 34 46 67 76 66 47 67 67 62 
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NCA NML Predicted LAeq(15minute) Noise Level (dBA)1 
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Other Sensitive2                            
NCA01 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA02 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA03 - 37 42 45 45 34 <30 35 37 46 36 36 37 34 32 
NCA04 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA05 - 69 74 76 74 66 52 67 69 78 62 68 69 63 64 
NCA06 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
NCA07 - 50 55 53 53 47 36 48 50 59 49 49 50 42 45 
NCA08 - 65 70 76 76 62 44 58 65 74 64 59 65 65 60 
NCA09 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Note 1:  Colouring indicates the predicted NML exceedances (see legend) based on the worst-case predicted noise level for the appropriate receiver type.  
Note 2:  ‘Other sensitive’ receiver NMLs are dependent on classification.  The most affected ‘other sensitive’ receiver type may change between each activity resulting in different NMLs. 
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The above predicted noise levels and NML exceedances indicate that: 

• The highest noise levels and NML exceedances are generally predicted during works which 
require noise intensive plant items, such as a rockbreaker or concrete saw.  This includes the 
following activities: 

 W.0002 – Service Relocation 

 W.0003 – Earthworks (with breaker DAYTIME) 

 W.0007 - Noise Barriers - Removal and Construction (NIGHT-TIME) 

 W.0009 – Pavement & Infrastructure Works 

 W.0011 - Bridges (NIGHT-TIME) 

• The highest impacts are generally seen in NCAs that have receivers in close proximity to the 
worksites, and includes: 

 NCA01 to NCA03 – to the north of the motorway, where construction works are required near 
to residential receivers and where existing noise barriers are required to be removed.  

 NCA04 – to the south of the motorway, where construction works are required near to 
residential receivers and where existing noise barriers are required to be removed. 

 NCA07 – near to Mount Ousley Road where construction works are required near to 
residential receivers. 

• Works activities that do not include high noise generating items of plant generally result in 
considerably lower impacts. 

• Works during out of hours periods would likely result in high impacts at the nearest receivers to 
the works.  This is generally apparent at the northern end of the proposal, near to Dumfries 
Avenue and Falder Place, where night-time works would be required near to where existing noise 
barriers are required to be removed and relocated to accommodate the works, and also at the 
southern end of the proposal near to Irvine Street. 

• It is however noted that rockbreaking is only proposed to be undertaken during the night-time (as 
part of W.0004 – Earthworks (with breaker NIGHT-TIME)) in locations that are relatively distant 
from the nearest residential receivers.  This limits the potential for highly noise affected receivers 
during the night-time period.   

3.8 NML Exceedances  

3.8.1 NML Exceedances 

The predicted NML exceedances for all receiver types are summarised in Table 17.  The assessment 
presented takes into consideration all construction scenarios associated with the proposal in this area.  
The number of receivers predicted to experience exceedances of the NMLs are summarised in bands 
of 10 dB and are separated into daytime, evening and night-time periods, as appropriate. 
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Table 17 Overview of Predicted NML Exceedances – All NCAs, All Receiver Types 

Activity 
ID 

Activity No. 
Weeks1 

Duration within  
Project Program2 

Number of Receivers             
Total HNA3 With NML Exceedance4 

% Standard Daytime Out of Hours Works5 
Daytime OOH Evening Night-time Sleep Disturbance 

5 10 15 20 1-10 dB 11-20 dB >20 dB 1-10 dB 11-20 dB >20 dB 1-10 dB 11-20 dB >20 dB 1-10 dB 11-20 dB >20 dB 1-10 dB 11-20 dB >20 dB 

W.0001 Clearing Up to 6         1311 - 64 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0002 Service Relocation Up to 26         1311 11 102 27 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0003 Earthworks (with breaker DAYTIME) Up to 1         1311 6 81 21 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0004 Earthworks (with breaker NIGHT-TIME) Up to 0.5         1311 - - - - 59 6 1 164 8 - 585 137 8 334 58 - 
W.0005 Earthworks (no breaker) Up to 15         1311 - 40 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0006 Noise Barriers - Removal and Construction (DAYTIME) Up to 3         1311 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0007 Noise Barriers - Removal and Construction (NIGHT-TIME) Up to 1         1311 - - - - 82 8 - 105 40 1 163 88 28 103 40 1 
W.0008 Piling Up to 22         1311 - 64 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0009 Pavement & Infrastructure Works Up to 7         1311 45 137 54 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0010 Bridges (DAYTIME) Up to 4         1311 - 48 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0011 Bridges (NIGHT-TIME) Up to 2         1311 - - - - 85 11 - 109 48 - 184 95 36 139 80 10 
W.0012 Concrete Works (DAYTIME) Up to 22         1311 - 64 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0013 Concrete Works (NIGHT-TIME) Up to 1         1311 - - - - 7 - - 7 - - 114 2 - 32 - - 
W.0014 Signage & Line Marking Up to 6         1311 - 27 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Note 1: Durations should be regarded as indicative.  The duration of the impacts would be less than the overall duration, and depends on the rate of progress.  The durations will differ at the various sites and the 
longest duration is presented.    

Note 2: Approximate percentage (rounded to the nearest 2.5%) of activity duration within overall project program.   
Note 3: HNA = Highly Noise Affected.  Based on ICNG definition (ie predicted LAeq(15minute) noise at residential receiver is 75 dBA or greater).  
Note 4: Based on worst-case predicted noise levels. 
Note 5: OOH = Out of hours.  During the daytime this refers to the period on Saturday between 7am – 8am and 1pm – 6pm, on Sunday and public holidays between 8am – 6pm.
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The above shows that relatively high noise impacts are predicted during some of the higher noise 
generating construction activities.  It is however noted that during most activities, it is expected that the 
construction noise levels would frequently be lower than the worst-case levels predicted above for 
substantial periods of time.  This would be apparent as works move around the site and are therefore 
more distant from receivers, and when less noisy activities are being undertaken. 

3.8.2 Worst-case Impacts during Standard Daytime Construction Hours 

During standard daytime construction hours, Table 17 shows that activities which are required over 
the full project area or use noise intrusive plant items, such as a rockbreaker or saw, result in the most 
receivers with NML exceedances.  The highest daytime impacts are predicted during the following 
works: 

• W.0002 – Service Relocation

• W.0003 – Earthworks (with breaker DAYTIME)

• W.0009 – Pavement & Infrastructure Works

The activity with potential for the highest number of standard daytime NML exceedances is ‘W.0009 – 
Pavement & Infrastructure Works’.  This is due to this activity being required along the length of the 
project area.   Figure 7 indicates the distribution of the predicted exceedances for this activity during 
the daytime. 

Figure 7 NML Exceedances Daytime – ‘W.0009 – Pavement & Infrastructure Works’ 

The above graph shows that whilst the worst-case impacts may result in a greater than 20 dB 
exceedance of the daytime NML, this is limited to one receiver, with the majority of the receivers being 
subject to considerably lower, or no NML exceedances. The highest impacts are typically seen at 
receivers which are immediately adjacent to the construction works. 
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3.8.3 Worst-case Impacts during Out-of-Hours Works 

As discussed in Section 3.5.2, works outside of standard daytime construction hours would likely be 
required given the interface constraints that limit the hours upon which construction works can take 
place safely. 

During out of hours construction works, Table 17 shows that the highest numbers of NML 
exceedances are apparent for activities which use noise intrusive plant items, such as a rockbreaker 
and/or saw.  High impacts are also seen during earthworks and bridge works.  The highest night-time 
impacts are predicted during the following works: 

• W.0004 – Earthworks (with breaker NIGHT-TIME)

• W.0007 – Noise Barriers - Removal and Construction (NIGHT-TIME)

• W.0011 – Bridges (NIGHT-TIME)

The activity with potential for the highest number of NML exceedances during the night-time is 
‘W.0011 – Bridges (NIGHT-TIME)’.  Figure 8 indicates the distribution of exceedances for this activity 
during the night-time. 

Figure 8 NML Exceedances Night-time – ‘W.0011 – Bridges (NIGHT-TIME)’ 

The above graph shows that whilst the worst-case impacts may result in a greater than 20 dB 
exceedance of the night-time NMLs this is limited to 36 receivers, with the majority of the receivers 
being subject to considerably lower impacts.  It is also noted that works associated with ‘W.0011 – 
Bridges (NIGHT-TIME)’ are only anticipated to last for up to two weeks, which would limit the duration 
of the potential impacts from this scenario.   

3.8.4 Highly Noise Affected Residential Receivers 

The ICNG considers residential receivers that are subject to predicted noise levels of 75 dBA or 
greater to be Highly Noise Affected.  The number of identified Highly Noise Affected receivers is 
summarised in Table 18.  The table shows the number of residential receivers in terms of works 
activity and NCA. 
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Table 18 Predicted Number of Highly Noise Affected Residential Receivers by Works and NCA 

Works Activity NCA01 NCA02 NCA03 NCA04 NCA05 NCA06 NCA07 NCA08 NCA09 
D1 N1 D1 N1 D1 N1 D1 N1 D1 N1 D1 N1 D1 N1 D1 N1 D1 N1 

W.0001 Clearing - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0002 Service Relocation 2 - 2 - - - 3 - - - - - 4 - - - - - 
W.0003 Earthworks (w. breaker DAYTIME) 1 - 1 - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0004 Earthworks (w. breaker NIGHT-TIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0005 Earthworks (no breaker) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0006 Noise Barriers - (DAYTIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0007 Noise Barriers - (NIGHT-TIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0008 Piling - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0009 Pavement & Infrastructure Works 3 - 10 - 8 - 8 - - - - - 16 - - - - - 
W.0010 Bridges (DAYTIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0011 Bridges (NIGHT-TIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0012 Concrete Works (DAYTIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0013 Concrete Works (NIGHT-TIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0014 Signage & Line Marking - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Note 1:  D = day, N = Night 

The above table shows that the number of Highly Noise Affected receivers is typically relatively low, 
apart from in NCA02 to NCA04, and NCA07 during works activity ‘W.0009 – Pavement & 
Infrastructure Works’, where several receivers are predicted to be subject to noise levels of 75 dBA or 
greater during the daytime period. 

No receivers are predicted to be Highly Noise Affected during the night-time. 

The locations of the Highly Noise Affected residential receivers, from all works and in any time period, 
are shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 Highly Noise Affected Residential Receivers – Construction Noise 
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The most impacted receivers are typically dwellings which surround and have direct line of sight to the 
various works locations.  Front row receivers are predicted to be Highly Noise Affected, however this 
would only be likely where high noise generating works are being carried out immediately adjacent to 
nearby residential receivers.  The potentially most affected areas are: 

• Along the western end of Dumfries Avenue and Falder Place, where existing noise barriers would
be required to be removed as part of the works.

• Along the eastern end of Dumfries Avenue and near to Gowan Brae Avenue, where works are
required at the tie-in to Mount Ousley Road and residential receivers are in close proximity.

3.8.5 Other Sensitive Receivers 

Other sensitive receivers, such as educational facilities, which are potentially affected by construction 
works have been assessed against the various criteria detailed in Section 3.2.2.4. 

The predicted daytime NML exceedances for other sensitive receivers are summarised in Table 19. 
The assessment takes into consideration all construction scenarios associated with the proposal and 
presents the number of receivers predicted to experience exceedances of the daytime NMLs, 
summarised in bands of 10 dB, and separated by receiver type. 

Table 19 Overview of Sensitive Receiver NML Exceedances – Daytime 

Works Activity Number of Receivers (buildings) with Exceedance 
Education Medical Place of 

Worship 
Childcare Remaining1 

1-
10

 dB

11
-2

0 d
B

>2
0 d

B

1-
10

 dB

11
-2

0 d
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>2
0 d

B

1-
10

 dB

11
-2

0 d
B

>2
0 d

B

1-
10

 dB

11
-2

0 d
B

>2
0 d

B

1-
10

 dB

11
-2

0 d
B

>2
0 d

B

W.0001 Clearing 11 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
W.0002 Service Relocation 14 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
W.0003 Earthworks (w. breaker DAYTIME) 31 6 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0004 Earthworks (w. breaker NIGHT-TIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
W.0005 Earthworks (no breaker) 10 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
W.0006 Noise Barriers - (DAYTIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
W.0007 Noise Barriers - (NIGHT-TIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
W.0008 Piling 11 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
W.0009 Pavement & Infrastructure Works 25 10 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0010 Bridges (DAYTIME) 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W.0011 Bridges (NIGHT-TIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
W.0012 Concrete Works (DAYTIME) 11 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
W.0013 Concrete Works (NIGHT-TIME) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
W.0014 Signage & Line Marking 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 Note 1: The ‘Remaining’ category includes public buildings, libraries, café/bars, etc. 
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The above table shows the following: 

• Given the large number of buildings at the university campuses adjacent to the various works
areas in the south of the project area, the potential impacts at these locations are therefore
predicted to exceed NMLs by clear margins at times, when noise intensive works are carried out
in close proximity.

• Other sensitive receivers in this area which are predicted to be subject to similar exceedances of
NMLs during the higher noise generating activities are:

 Education – University of Wollongong

 Education – TAFE Illawarra

The recommended ‘standard’ and ‘additional’ noise mitigation for the proposal is discussed in Section 
3.11. 

3.9 Sleep Disturbance 

Review of the predicted LA1(1minute) exceedances at the nearest noise sensitive receivers provided in 
the preceding sections indicates that the sleep disturbance screening criterion is likely to be exceeded 
when night works are occurring adjacent to residential receivers for the majority of works scenarios.  

At this early stage in the project, the assessment has included predictions of maximum noise impacts 
for assessment of potential sleep disturbance, however, it is noted that the ICNG only requires the 
project to consider maximum noise levels where construction works are planned to extend over more 
than two consecutive nights.  

It is anticipated that the finalised requirements for OOHW would be determined at a later design stage. 

3.10 Cumulative Noise Impacts 

Cumulative noise impacts warrant assessment where more than one works scenario operates at the 
same time and in the same location such that the same receiver is impacted by noise from more than 
one location.  The assessment presented in Section 3.7 includes concurrent operation of multiple 
plant items within the same construction scenario where these may be operating at the same time, in 
similar locations. 

The prediction of cumulative noise levels from more than one construction scenario operating close to 
another scenario within the project area is a complex matter given the number of sources and possible 
locations of a particular combination of construction works.  In practice, it is not always possible to 
specify the precise location of more than one works scenario for the same 15-minute period and the 
assessment becomes overly conservative if calculating the cumulative impacts based on all nearby 
works operating on a worst-case basis at the same time. 

Since the works are anticipated to be of a similar nature, the effect of concurrent construction works 
would likely have a minimal effect on the worst-case predictions, but may increase the number of 15-
minute periods during construction where the predicted worst-case noise impacts are apparent. 

In practice, the noise levels would vary due to the fact that plant and equipment would move about the 
work sites and would not all be operating concurrently (ie there are times where equipment is not 
operating). 

Given the number of work sites and compounds associated with the project it is likely that receivers 
would, occasionally, be subject to potential cumulative noise impacts from work sites operating 
concurrently in the same area.  It is unlikely that cumulative impacts would result in an increase above 
the worst-case impacts presented for any one scenario in isolation, as multiple items of equipment 
have been included in each scenario and modelled at the closest location to the receivers. 
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3.11 Mitigation 

The ICNG acknowledges that due to the nature of construction activities in urban areas it is inevitable 
that there will be noise impacts from construction sites.  The NMLs identified in this report have been 
applied to determine measures for the control of potential construction noise impacts at sensitive 
receivers. 

The proposal should apply all feasible and reasonable work practices to meet the NMLs, where 
possible, and inform all potentially impacted residents of the nature of works to be carried out, the 
expected noise levels, duration of noise generating construction works, and contact details during 
construction. 

A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) should be prepared during the detailed 
design phase and implemented through all construction activities.  A Construction Noise and Vibration 
Management Plan (CNVMP) would be included in the CEMP to provide the framework and 
mechanisms for the management and mitigation of all potential noise and vibration impacts from the 
proposal.  The CNVMP would be expected to include procedures for dealing with potential impacts 
during out of hours works. 

3.11.1 Standard Mitigation 

Particular effort should be directed towards the implementation of all feasible and reasonable noise 
mitigation and management strategies as per the standard mitigation measures detailed in the ICNG. 

Reference can also be made to the Roads and Maritime Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline 
(CNVG) which detail a number of standard mitigation measures for construction activities likely to 
result in adverse noise or vibration impact from road infrastructure projects. 

Where identified in the impact assessment, particular effort should be directed towards the 
implementation of all feasible and reasonable noise mitigation and management strategies, noting that 
additional site specific measures may also be recommended. 

Standard mitigation measures which may be considered appropriate for the proposal are shown in 
Table 20 

Table 20 Recommended Standard Noise Mitigation Measures 

Action Required Details 
Management Measures 
Implementation of any project 
specific mitigation measures 
required 

Implementation of any project specific mitigation measures required as outlined in Table 23. 

Implement community 
consultation or notification 

Notification detailing work activities, dates and hours, impacts and mitigation measures, indication of 
work schedule over the night time period, any operational noise benefits from the works (where 
applicable) and contact telephone numbers. 
Notification should be a minimum of 7 calendar days prior to the start of works. For projects other 
than maintenance works more advanced consultation or notification may be required.  
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Action Required Details 
Site inductions All employees, contractors and subcontractors are to receive an environmental induction. The 

induction must at least include: 
• all project specific and relevant standard noise and vibration mitigation measures
• relevant licence and approval conditions
• permissible hours of work
• any limitations on high noise generating activities
• location of nearest sensitive receivers
• employee parking areas
• designated loading/unloading areas and procedures
• site opening/closing times (including deliveries)
• environmental incident procedures

Behavioural practices No swearing or unnecessary shouting or loud stereos/radios onsite.  
No dropping of materials from height, throwing of metal items and slamming of doors. 

Verification Where specified, a noise verification programme is to be carried out for the duration of the works in 
accordance with the Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan and any approval and 
licence conditions. 

Attended vibration 
measurements 

Where required attended vibration measurements should be undertaken at the commencement of 
vibration generating activities to confirm that vibration levels are within the acceptable range to 
prevent cosmetic building damage. 

Building condition survey Undertake building dilapidation surveys on all buildings located within the buffer zone prior to 
commencement of activities with the potential to cause property damage. 

Update Environmental 
Management Plans 

The EMP (and CEMP and NVMP) must be regularly updated to account for changes in noise and 
vibration management issues and strategies. 

Source Controls 
Construction hours and 
scheduling 

Where feasible and reasonable, construction should be carried out during the standard daytime 
working hours. Work generating high noise and or vibration levels should be scheduled during less 
sensitive time periods. 

Construction respite periods 
during normal hours and out-
of-hours work 

As a guide high noise and vibration generating activities near receivers should be carried out in 
continuous blocks not exceeding 3 hours each, with a minimum respite period of one hour between 
each block. The duration of each block of work and respite should be flexible to accommodate the 
usage and amenity at nearby receivers. 
Unless negotiated with the community with consultation documented and approved by Roads and 
Maritime project manager or permitted under the license, there should be no more than 
• Two consecutive evening or night works per week; and
• Three evening or night works per week; and
• Six evening or night works per month

For night work these periods of work should be separated by not less than week 
Equipment selection. Use quieter and less vibration emitting methods where feasible and reasonable.  Ensure plant, 

including the silencer, is well maintained. 
Rental plant and equipment. The noise levels of plant and equipment items are to be considered in rental decisions and in any 

case cannot be used onsite unless compliant with the criteria in Table 2 of the CNVG. 
Use and siting of plant. The offset distance between noise intensive plant and adjacent sensitive receivers is to be 

maximised.  
Plant used intermittently is to be throttled down or shut down.  
Noise-emitting plant is to be directed away from sensitive receivers. 
Only have necessary equipment onsite. 
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Action Required Details 
Plan worksites and acitivites to 
minimise noise and vibration 

Locate compounds away from sensitive receivers discourage access from local roads 
Plan traffic flow, parking and loading / unloading areas to minimise reversing movements within the 
site. 
Where additional activities or plant may only result in a marginal noise increase and speed up works, 
consider limiting duration of impact by concentrating noisy activities at one location and move to 
another as quickly as possible . 
Very noisy activities should be scheduled for normal working hours. If the work cannot be 
undertaken during the day it should be completed before 11:00pm. 
Where practicable, work should be scheduled to avoid major student examination periods when 
students are studying for examinations such as before or during Higher School Certificates and a the 
end of higher educational semesters 
If programmed night work is postponed, the work should be re-programmed considering the 
approaches defined within this table. 

Reduced equipment power Use only the necessary size and power 
Non-tonal and ambient 
sensitive reversing alarms 

Non-tonal reversing beepers (or an equivalent mechanism) must be fitted and used on all 
construction vehicles and mobile plant regularly used onsite and for any out of hours work. 
Consider the use of ambient sensitive alarms that adjust output relative to the ambient noise level. 

Minimise disturbance arising 
from delivery of goods to 
construction sites. 

Loading and unloading of materials/deliveries is to occur as far as possible from sensitive receivers. 
Select site access points and roads as far as possible away from sensitive receivers.  
Dedicated loading/unloading areas to be shielded if close to sensitive receivers. 
Delivery vehicles to be fitted with straps rather than chains for unloading, wherever possible. 
Avoid or minimise out of hours movements where possible. 

Engine compression brakes Limit the use of engine compression brakes near residential areas. 
Ensure vehicles are fitted with a maintained Original Equipment Manufacturer exhaust silencer or a 
silencer that complies with the National Transport Commission’s ‘In-service test procedure’ and 
standard. 

Path Controls 
Shield stationary noise sources 
such as pumps, compressors, 
fans etc. 

Stationary noise sources should be enclosed or shielded where feasible and reasonable whilst 
ensuring that the occupational health and safety of workers is maintained. Appendix F of AS 2436: 
1981 lists materials suitable for shielding. 

Shield sensitive receivers from 
noisy activities 

Use structures to shield residential receivers from noise such as site shed placement; earth bunds; 
fencing; erection of operational stage noise barriers (where practicable) and consideration of site 
topography when situating plant.  

Receptor Controls 
Structural surveys and 
vibration monitoring  

Pre-construction surveys of the structural integrity of vibration sensitive buildings may be warranted. 
At locations where there are high risk receptors, vibration monitoring should be conducted during the 
activities causing vibration. 

Shield sensitive receivers from 
noisy activities. 

Use structures to shield residential receivers from noise such as site shed placement; earth bunds; 
fencing; erection of operational stage noise barriers (where practicable) and consideration of site 
topography when situating plant.  

3.11.2 Additional Noise Mitigation Measures 

In many instances, impacts from construction noise and vibration are unavoidable where works are 
undertaken in proximity to surrounding receivers. Therefore, the Roads and Maritime CNVG includes a 
list of additional mitigation measures which aim to manage the potential noise and vibration impacts. 

The additional mitigation measures described in the CNVG are summarised below. The objective of 
these additional noise mitigation measures is to engage, inform and provide project-specific messages 
to the community, recognising that advanced warning of potential disruptions can assist in reducing 
the impact.  
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• Notification (letterbox drop or equivalent) – Advanced warning of works and potential
disruptions can assist in reducing the impact to the community. The notification may consist of a
letterbox drop (or equivalent) detailing work activities, time periods over which these will occur,
impacts and mitigation measures. Notification should be a minimum of seven calendar days prior
to the start of works. The approval conditions for projects may also specify requirements for
notification to the community about works that may impact on them.

• Specific Notifications (SN) – Specific otifications are letterbox drops (or equivalent) to identified
stakeholders no later than seven calendar days ahead of construction activities that are likely to
exceed the noise objectives. The specific notification should provide additional information to that
covered in the general notifcations and be targeted at highly affected receivers.

• Phone Calls (PC) – Phone calls detailing relevant information are to be made to
identified/affected stakeholders within seven calendar days of proposed work. Phone calls
provide affected stakeholders with personalised contact and tailored advice, with the opportunity
to provide comments on the proposed work and specific needs. Where the resident cannot be
telephoned then an alternative form of engagement should be used.

• Individual Briefings (IB) – Individual briefings are used to inform stakeholders about the impacts
of high noise activities and mitigation measures that will be implemented. Project representatives
would visit identified stakeholders at least 48 hours ahead of potentially disturbing construction
activities. Individual briefings provide affected stakeholders with personalised contact and tailored
advice, with the opportunity to comment on the project. Where the resident cannot be met with
individually then an alternative form of engagement should be used.

• Respite Offers (RO) – Respite Offers should be considered and or adopted where there are high
noise and vibration generating activities near receivers. As a guide work should be carried out in
continuous blocks that do not exceed three hours each, with a minimum respite period of one
hour between each block. The actual duration of each block of work and respite should be flexible
to accommodate the usage of and amenity at nearby receivers. The purpose of such an offer is to
provide residents with respite from an ongoing impact. This measure is evaluated on a project-by-
project basis, and may not be applicable to all projects.

• Respite Period 1 (R1) – Out of hours construction noise conducted during the OOHW period 1
(Mon-Fri 6pm-10pm, Sat 7am-8am & 1pm-10pm, Sun/Pub Hol 8am-6pm) shall be limited to no
more than three consecutive evenings per week except where there is a duration respite. For
night work these periods of work should be separated by not less than one week and no more
than 6 evenings per month.

• Respite Period 2 (R2) – Night time construction noise in OOHW period 2 (Mon-Fri 10pm-7am,
Sat 10pm-8am, Sun/Pub Hol 6pm-7am) shall be limited to two consecutive nights except for
where there is a Duration Respite. For night work these periods of work should be separated by
not less than one week and 6 nights per month. Where possible, high noise generating works
shall be completed before 11 pm.

• Alternative Accommodation (AA) – Alternative accommodation options may be offered to
residents living in close proximity to construction works that are likely to experience highly
intrusive noise levels (Tables C1-C3). The specifics of the offer will be identified on a project-by-
project basis. Additional aspects for consideration shall include whether the highly intrusive
activities occur throughout the night or before midnight.

• Duration Respite (DR) – Respite offers and respite periods 1 and 2 may be counterproductive in
reducing the impact on the community for longer duration projects. In this instance and where it
can be strongly justified that it may be beneficial to increase the work duration, number of
evenings or nights worked through Duration Respite so that the project can be completed more
quickly.

 The project team should engage with the community where noise levels are expected to
exceed the NML to demonstrate support for Duration Respite.

 Where there are few receivers above the NML each of these receivers should be visited
to discuss the project to gain support for Duration Respite.
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• Verification (V) – Refer to Appendix F of the CNVG for more details about verification of noise
and vibration levels as part of routine checks of noise levels or following reasonable complaints.
This verification should include measurement of the background noise level and construction
noise. Note this is not required for projects less than three weeks unless to assist in managing
complaints.

A summary of the CNVG requirement for additional airborne noise mitigation is provided in Table 28. 

Table 21 Additional Airborne Construction Noise Mitigation Measures Matrix  

Predicted Airborne LAeq(15min) Noise Level at Receiver Additional Mitigation Measure 
Perception dBA above RBL dBA above NML Type1 Mitigation Levels2 
All hours 
75 dBA or greater N, V, PC, RO HA 

Standard hours: Mon - Fri (7am – 6pm), Sat (8am – 1pm), Sun/Pub Hol (Nil) 
Noticeable 5 to 10 0 - NML 

Clearly audible 10 to 20 < 10 - NML 

Moderately 
intrusive 

20 to 30 10 to 20 N, V NML+10 

Highly intrusive > 30 > 20 N, V NML+20 

OOHW period 1: Mon - Fri (6pm – 10pm), Sat (7am – 8am & 1pm – 10pm), Sun/Pub Hol (8am – 6pm) 
Noticeable 5 to 10 < 5 - NML 

Clearly audible 10 to 20 5 to 15 N, R1, NR NML+5 

Moderately 
intrusive 

20 to 30 15 to 25 V, N, R1, NR NML+15 

Highly intrusive > 30 > 25 V, IB, N, R1, NR, PC, SN NML+25 

OOHW period 2: Mon - Fri (10pm – 7am), Sat (10pm – 8am), Sun/Pub Hol (6pm – 7am) 
Noticeable 5 to 10 < 5 N NML 

Clearly audible 10 to 20 5 to 15 V, N, R2, NR NML+5 

Moderately 
intrusive 

20 to 30 15 to 25 V, IB, N, PC, SN, R2, NR NML+15 

Highly intrusive > 30 > 25 AA, V, IB, N, PC, SN, R2, 
NR 

NML+25 

Note 1,2:  The following abbreviations are used: Alternative Accommodation (AA), Respite Period 1 (R1), Verification (V), 
Phone Calls (PC), Individual Briefings (IB), Specific Notifications (SN), Notification drops (N), Respite Period 2 
(R2), Negotiated Respite (NR), Highly Affected (HA), Respite Offer (RO). 

Table 22 presents the summary of the receivers that are predicted to be subject to noise impacts 
greater than 25 dBA above the NML (ie corresponds to the ‘Highly Intrusive’ category above) from the 
proposal, separated in to receiver types.  Also shown are the predicted number of Highly Noise 
Affected residential receivers during the night-time period in each NCA. 
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Table 22 Number of Receivers Subject to >25 dB above NML Noise Levels, and HNA 

NCA Residential Commercial Other Sensitive HNA1 
Std. 
Day 

Day 
OOH 

Eve. Night-
time 

Std. 
Day 

Day 
OOH 

Eve. Night-
time 

Std. 
Day 

Day 
OOH 

Eve. Night-
time 

Night-
time 

NCA01 - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - 

NCA02 - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 

NCA03 - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 

NCA04 - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - 

NCA05 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

NCA06 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

NCA07 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

NCA08 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

NCA09 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Note 1: HNA = Highly Noise Affected, and applies to residential receivers only. 

The above table shows that the most potentially affected catchments during night-time periods are 
NCA01 to NCA04.  This is where construction works are required in proximity to residential receivers, 
and where some existing noise barriers are required to be removed.  It is however noted that the 
number of receivers with predicted NML exceedances of greater than 25 dB from the proposal are 
generally low. 

No commercial or other sensitive receivers are predicted to be subject to noise levels of greater than 
25 dB above the NML. 

3.11.2.1 Summary of Additional Mitigation 

Based on the predicted noise levels in Section 3.7, additional mitigation measures have been 
determined for works during standard daytime construction hours and for works at night-time.  The 
numbers take into consideration all works at all sites, and assume that noise intensive plant items are 
in use, as per Table 13. 

Maps showing the location of the receivers identified for additional mitigation in the daytime and night-
time period are provided in Appendix D. 

Table 23 Receivers Identified for Additional Mitigation 

NCA Number of Receivers Eligible 
Standard 
Daytime1

Out of Hours Works 
Night-time (OOHW2)1

N,V N V,N,R2,NR V,IB,N,PC,S
N,R2,DR 

AA,V,IB,N,P
C,SN,R2,DR 

NCA01 2 115 14 5 2 

NCA02 28 39 32 42 1 

NCA03 9 75 80 17 1 

NCA04 6 38 24 7 2 

NCA05 - - - - - 

NCA06 - 24 75 23 - 

NCA07 2 63 39 15 - 

NCA08 - - - - -
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NCA Number of Receivers Eligible 
Standard 
Daytime1

Out of Hours Works 
Night-time (OOHW2)1

N,V N V,N,R2,NR V,IB,N,PC,S
N,R2,DR 

AA,V,IB,N,P
C,SN,R2,DR 

NCA09 - 2 15 - - 
Note 1,: The following abbreviations are used: Alternative Accommodation (AA), Respite Period 1 (R1), Verification (V), 

Phone Calls (PC), Individual Briefings (IB), Specific Notifications (SN), Notification drops (N), Respite Period 2 
(R2), Negotiated Respite (NR), Highly Affected (HA), Respite Offer (RO). 

3.11.3 Project Specific Mitigation Measures 

Where feasible and reasonable, mitigating impacts via means of source and / or path control are 
preferred when determining appropriate mitigation. 

Based on the noise impact assessment of the construction works, the recommended project-specific 
mitigation measures (in addition to the standard suite of measures in Table 20) are summarised in 
Table 24. 

Table 24 Recommended Project Specific Noise Mitigation Measures 

Activity Mitigation Description Reason Recommendations 
All Where feasible, noise intensive plant items 

should be scheduled for normal working 
hours. 
If the works cannot be undertaken during 
the daytime, it should be completed before 
11:00 pm.  

The assessment has identified a 
number of activities which have 
the potential for impacts.  These 
activities typically involve the use 
of noise intensive item of plant. 

Limit the use of noise intensive 
plant items such as 
rockbreakers and concrete 
saws, where feasible. 

All worksites near 
to receivers 

Hoarding or temporary noise barriers 
should be used at all long term noise 
generating sites where receivers are 
located close by. 
This is especially apparent where existing 
noise barrier have been removed. 
Where operational noise barriers are 
required (refer to Section4.6) 
consideration should be given to 
constructing these early in the project 
timeline. 

Hoarding / noise barriers would 
provide mitigation to construction 
noise levels at nearby receivers.  
This would be expected to provide 
around 5 to 10 dB noise benefit.  

Use hoarding around all long 
term noise generating sites 
where receivers are located 
close by.   
Mobile hoarding should also be 
used, where feasible and 
reasonable, to reduce noise 
from high noise impact work 
outside standard hours. 

All activities within 
compounds 

Use structures such as site sheds to 
further shield residential receivers from 
works activities. 

Compound layouts are currently 
unknown.  The layouts should be 
designed such that shielding to 
nearby receivers is maximised, 
where possible. 

Investigate shielding using 
structures such as site sheds. 

3.12 Construction Vibration Assessment 

The major potential sources of vibration from the proposed construction activities are during vibratory 
rolling and when using a rockbreaker. 

Vibratory rolling has been identified as a potential activity within the following scenarios: 

• Pavement & Infrastructure Works
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Rockbreaking has been identified as a potential activity within the following scenarios: 

• Earthworks

3.12.1 Safe Working Distances 

As a guide, safe working distances for the proposed items of vibration intensive plant are provided in 
the Road and Maritime Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline (CNVG) and are reproduced below 
in Table 25.   

Table 25 Recommended Safe Working Distances for Vibration Intensive Plant 

Plant Item Rating/Description Safe Working Distance 
Cosmetic Damage 
(BS 7385) 

Human Response 
(NSW EPA Vibration 
Guideline) 

Vibratory Roller < 50 kN (Typically 1-2t) 5 m 15 m to 20 m 

< 100 kN (Typically 2-4t) 6 m 20 m 

< 200 kN (Typically 4-6t) 12 m 40 m 

< 300 kN (Typically 7-13t) 15 m 100 m 

> 300 kN (Typically 13-18t) 20 m 100 m 

> 300 kN (Typically > 18t) 25 m 100 m 

Small Hydraulic Hammer 300 kg -  5 to 12t excavator 2 m 7 m 

Medium Hydraulic Hammer 900 kg - 12 to 18t excavator 7 m 23 m 

Large Hydraulic Hammer 1600 kg - 18 to 34t  excavator 22 m 73 m 

Vibratory Pile Driver Sheet piles 2 m to 20 m 20 m 

Pile Boring ≤ 800 mm 2 m (nominal) 4 m 

Jackhammer Hand held 1 m (nominal) 2 m 
Note: More stringent conditions may apply to heritage or other sensitive structures.  

The safe working distances presented in Table 25 are quoted for both cosmetic damage (refer to 
BS7385:2 Evaluation and Measurement for Vibration in Buildings Part 2: Guide to Damage Levels 
from Ground-borne Vibration, 1993) and human comfort (refer to NSW EPA Assessing Vibration: a 
technical guideline, 2006). 

The safe working distances for building damage should be complied with at all times.  The distances 
are noted as being indicative and would vary depending on the particular item of plant and local 
geotechnical conditions.  They apply to addressing the risk of cosmetic (minor – easily reparable) 
damage of typical buildings under typical geotechnical conditions. 

Where vibration intensive works are required to be undertaken within the specified safe working 
distances, vibration monitoring should be undertaken to ensure acceptable levels of vibration are 
satisfied. 

In relation to human comfort, the safe working distances relate to continuous vibration.  For most 
construction activities, vibration emissions are intermittent in nature and for this reason, higher 
vibration levels, occurring over shorter periods are allowed. 

3.12.2 Cosmetic Damage Assessment 

For most sources of intermittent vibration during construction, such as rockbreakers, the predominant 
vibration energy occurs at frequencies usually in the 10 Hz to 100 Hz range.  On this basis, and with 
reference to BS7385:2 and Section 0, a vibration damage screening level of 7.5 mm/s has been 
adopted for the purpose of assessing potential impacts from continuous vibration. 
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3.12.3 Human Response 

In relation to human comfort (response), the safe working distances in Table 25 relate to continuous 
vibration and apply to residential receivers.  For most construction activities, vibration emissions are 
intermittent in nature and for this reason, higher vibration levels, occurring over shorter periods are 
permitted, as discussed in Assessing Vibration – a technical guideline.   

The human response safe working distances as presented in Table 25 have been used to 
conservatively estimate the number of dwellings which may perceive vibration, during use of a large 
rockbreaker. 

3.12.4 Vibration Assessment Summary 

Vibration offset distances have been determined with reference to the guide values for cosmetic 
damage and human response contained in Table 25, assuming that a large rockbreaker is required to 
be used in all works areas, as shown in Figure 6.  

Table 26 provides a summary of the number of buildings that fall within the cosmetic damage and 
human response safe working distances with the use of a large rockbreaker.  Appendix E illustrates 
the offset distances on a site map. 

Table 26  Construction Vibration Assessment Summary – Assuming a Rockbreaker 

Work Scenario NCA Number of Buildings within Working 
Distance 
Cosmetic Damage 
(7.5 mm/s Screening) 

Human Response 

Rockbreaker (various  sites) NCA01 - 6 

NCA02 16 23 

NCA03 8 8 

NCA04 - 6 

NCA05 - 3 

NCA06 - - 

NCA07 13 13 

NCA08 1 1 

NCA09 1 1 

TOTAL 39 61 

3.12.4.1 Cosmetic Damage Assessment Summary 

The separation distance(s) between the construction works and the nearest sensitive receivers would 
generally be sufficient so that nearby buildings are unlikely to suffer cosmetic damage for most of the 
construction equipment.  However, some items of construction equipment have the potential to be 
operated closer to sensitive receivers than the recommended minimum working distances.  Operation 
of large rockbreakers has the potential to generate some of the highest construction vibration impacts 
due to the high vibration characteristics of the plant.  

The indicative assessment presented in Table 26 indicates that up to 39 buildings in the vicinity of the 
works may be within the cosmetic damage safe working distance should a large rockbreaker be used 
at the outer extents of each works area.  
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The required locations for vibration intensive equipment should be reviewed during detailed design to 
account for finalised information relating to the ground propagation characteristics, equipment type 
and specific works location. 

Whilst the assessment has predicted that many buildings may be within the safe working distance for 
a large rockbreaker, it is anticipated that vibration impacts would be able to be controlled in all cases 
to avoid cosmetic damage to any structures. 

3.12.5 Human Comfort Vibration Assessment 

The assessment presented in Table 26 indicates the surface works using a large rockbreaker may 
result in a large number of receivers (around 61) within the nominated minimum working distance for 
human comfort vibration. 

Receivers adjacent to the construction areas have been identified as likely to perceive vibration 
impacts at times during construction works.  This is expected to be primarily due to works associated 
with rockbreakers, vibratory rollers and other high vibration plant items. 

In practice vibration impacts from most construction activities would be intermittent within the duration 
of the proposal.  The required locations for vibration intensive equipment should be reviewed during 
detailed design when finalised information relating to the works is available. 

3.12.6 Heritage Structures 

Heritage buildings are to be considered on a case by case basis, and detailed inspections of heritage 
listed structures should be undertaken for all potentially affected heritage structures prior to the 
commencement of works. 

Where a historic building/structure is deemed to be sensitive to damage from vibration (following 
inspection), it is recommended to reduce the vibration criteria.  It is however noted that BS 7385 states 
that “a building of historical value should not (unless it is structurally unsound) be assumed to be more 
sensitive” and therefore the building should not automatically be assumed to be sensitive to vibration 
on the basis of being a heritage item. 

The nearest heritage structure is located over 75 m away from the project, as shown in Figure 10, and 
is unlikely to be impacted by vibration activities during construction. 
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Figure 10 Heritage Items 

3.12.7 Vibration Mitigation 

Dependent upon the equipment to be used, where vibration intensive construction activities are 
proposed within 100 m of sensitive receivers, these works should be confined to the less sensitive 
daytime period, where possible. 

The potential impacts from vibration are to be considered in the site-specific CNVMPs, to be 
developed during the detailed design phase when more information is available on the schedule for 
the works, the equipment to be used and the localised geotechnical conditions. 

In general, mitigation measures that should be considered are summarised as follows: 

• Investigate the feasibility of rescheduling the hours of operation of major vibration generating
plant and equipment.
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• Use lower vibration generating items of excavation plant and equipment, such as smaller capacity
rockbreakers or concrete crushers/pulverisers in place of rockbreakers, where feasible.

• Minimise consecutive works in the same locality (if applicable).

• Use dampened rockbreakers and/or “city” rockbreakers to minimise the impacts associated with
rockbreaking works.

• If vibration intensive works are required within the safe working distances, vibration monitoring or
attended vibration trials would be undertaken to ensure that levels remain within acceptable
levels.

• Building condition surveys should be completed, where necessary, both before and after the
works to identify existing damage and any damage due to the works.  Condition surveys are
typically conducted at all buildings within a certain distance of the construction works (refer to
Appendix E for safe working distances).

In all cases it is anticipated that vibration impacts would be able to be controlled to avoid cosmetic 
damage to any structures. 

Measurements of existing ambient vibration levels should be undertaken at receivers identified as 
having vibration sensitive equipment during the detailed design phase.  This information would be 
expected to inform the site-specific CNVMPs for works near these locations.  Such sites may include: 

• University of Wollongong

• TAFE Illawarra.

3.13 Construction Traffic Noise Assessment 

The movement of construction traffic on the surrounding road network in the project area has the 
potential to cause noise impacts at sensitive receivers located adjacent to the haulage routes.  The 
anticipated vehicle movements associated with the proposal are provided in Table 27 
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Table 27 Construction Traffic Movements 

Stage Site Route Activity Duration HGV Light 
Vehicles 
Per Day 

Night-
works? Per 

Day 
Max 
Per 
Hour 

Stage 
1 

3 UoW – 
internal ring 
road 

Clearing/grubbing 2 months 15 2 6 No 

Spoil removal 15 2 6 No 

Import fill, precast units, RCP 6 months 8 1 6 No 

Piling works 3 months 6 1 6 No 

1 Dumfries 
Avenue 

Clearing/grubbing 4 weeks 6 1 6 No 

Piling works 9 months 6 1 6 No 

EW Cut 15 2 6 No 

RW12 4 months 2 1 4 No 

2 Old Mount 
Ousley Road 

Spoil removal/earthworks 1 months 6 2 4 No 

Retaining wall, pedestrian 
bridge abutment 

4 months 6 1 6 Yes1 

2 Foleys Lane / 
TAFE access 
road 

Utilities relocations, drainage 8 months 2 1 2 No 

Pedestrian bridge works 4 months 2 1 3 Yes1 

2 University 
Avenue 

S-bound service road 6 months 8 2 3 Yes1 

Stage 
2 

New Northfields 
Avenue on 
ramp – closure 

R.wall/Drainage works/M1
on ramp

4 months 2 1 2 No 

Re-route via 
New NB on-
ramp 

Gantry footings, ITS conduits 3 months 2 1 4 No 

Note 1: The majority of the work will likely occur during the daytime, however some night-works may be required at times. 

It is noted that the construction traffic volumes shown above are relatively small and are unlikely to 
result in a noticeable increase in road traffic noise levels (ie a greater than 2.0 dB over existing).  The 
majority of construction traffic movements would be undertaken during the less sensitive daytime 
period. 

Where haulage routes are near to major roads, construction traffic is not anticipated to result in any 
perceptible difference in noise levels.  This results from the high volumes of traffic that currently use 
these routes. 

If construction traffic routes are required on less busy local roads that are away from the major 
sources of road traffic noise, then noticeable increases in noise maybe apparent. 

Further investigation of construction traffic should be undertaken during detailed design. 
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3.13.1 Mitigation and Management Measures 

Where impacts are predicted, the following measures are recommended and should be confirmed 
during detailed design for consistency with the finalised construction methodology: 

• Haulage routes should use existing major roads, where possible.

• As far as practicable, heavy vehicle movements should be restricted to standard construction
hours on haulage routes that are near to sensitive receivers.

• The traffic management plan and site inductions should cover instruction for operation of vehicles
entering and leaving the sites in order to minimise noise.  It is recommended that planned truck
marshalling areas, where required, be located away from residences in order to minimise noise
impacts from trucks idling nearby.
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4 ASSESSMENT OF OPERATIONAL NOISE IMPACTS 

4.1 List of Applicable Guideline Documents 

All guidelines referenced in this construction noise and vibration assessment are listed in Table 28. 

Table 28 Construction Noise and Vibration Guidelines and Policies 

Construction Noise and Vibration Guidelines and Policies 
Guideline/Policy Name When Guideline is Used 
Road Noise Policy, NSW EPA, 2011 Operational road traffic noise assessment 

Noise Criteria Guideline, Roads and Maritime, 
December 2014, Roads and Maritime 14.583 

Operational road traffic noise assessment (criteria) 

Noise Mitigation Guideline, Roads and Maritime, 
December 2014, Roads and Maritime 14.584 

Operational road traffic noise assessment (eligibility 
triggers for consideration of mitigation) 

Model Validation Guideline, Roads and Maritime 2016 Operational road traffic noise assessment (model 
validation) 

Application Notes – Noise Criteria Guideline Operational road traffic noise assessment (criteria) 

Environmental Noise Management Manual, Roads 
and Maritime, 2001 

Operational road traffic noise assessment 

4.2 Noise Assessment Criteria 

The NSW Government issued the Road Noise Policy (RNP) on 1 July 2011. The document identifies 
strategies that address the issue of road traffic noise from: 

• Existing roads

• New road projects

• Road redevelopment projects

• New traffic-generating developments

This assessment is undertaken with guidance from the NCG. The NCG documents Roads and 
Maritime’s interpretation of the RNP. The NCG provides a consistent approach to identifying road 
noise criteria for Roads and Maritime projects. 

Although it is not mandatory to achieve the noise assessment criteria in the NCG, project proponents 
need to provide justification if it is not considered feasible or reasonable to achieve them. 

The guideline recognises that there are generally more opportunities to minimise noise impacts from 
new roads and road corridors, especially those in greenfield locations, through judicious road design 
and land use planning. The scope to reduce noise impacts from existing roads and corridors in 
established urban areas is typically more limited. The NCG criteria are applicable both at the time of 
project opening and also in a future design year, typically taken to be ten years after project 
completion. 

The NCG sets out four key principles aimed to guide the assessment. These are: 

• Criteria are based on the road development type that a receiver would be affected by due to the
road project

• Adjacent and nearby residences should not have significantly different criteria for the same road
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• Criteria for the surrounding road network are assessed where a road project generates an
increase in traffic noise greater than 2 dB on the surrounding road network

• Protect existing quiet areas from excessive changes in amenity due to traffic noise

4.2.1 Noise assessment criteria 

Noise criteria are assigned to sensitive receivers using the NCG. The assessment timeframes for this 
project have been taken as the year of opening (for this project, 2021 is used) and 10 years after 
opening (for this project, 2031 is used). 

Criteria are based on the road development type (new or redeveloped).  For this project, all receivers 
in the study area have been assigned the redeveloped criteria as the main project alignment is 
considered to be within six times the existing lane width. 

The criteria for residences are summarised in Table 29. 

Table 29 NCG Criteria – Residential  

Road 
Category 

Type of Project / Land Use Assessment Criteria (dBA) 
Daytime  
(7 am - 10 pm) 

Night-time 
(10 pm - 7 am) 

Freeway/ 
arterial/ 
sub-arterial 
roads 

1. Existing residences affected by noise from new
freeway/arterial/sub-arterial road corridors

LAeq(15hour) 55 
(external) 

LAeq(9hour) 50 
(external) 

2. Existing residences affected by noise from
redevelopment of existing freeway/arterial/sub-
arterial roads

3. Existing residences affected by additional traffic on
existing freeways/arterial/sub-arterial roads
generated by land use developments

LAeq(15hour) 60 
(external) 

LAeq(9hour) 55 
(external) 

4. Existing residences affected by both new roads and
the redevelopment of existing freeway/arterial/sub-
arterial roads in a Transition Zone1

Between 
LAeq(15hour) 
55-60
(external)

Between 
LAeq(9hour) 
50-55
(external)

5. Existing residences affected by increases in traffic
noise of 12 dBA or more from new
freeway/arterial/sub-arterial roads2

Between 
LAeq(15hour) 
42-55
(external)

Between 
LAeq(9hour) 
42-50
(external)

6. Existing residences affected by increases in traffic
noise of 12 dBA or more from redevelopment of
existing freeway/arterial/sub-arterial roads2

Between 
LAeq(15hour) 
42-60
(external)

Between 
LAeq(9hour) 
42-55
(external)

Local roads 7. Existing residences affected by noise from new local
road corridors.

LAeq(1hour) 55 
(external) 

LAeq(1hour) 50 
(external) 

8. Existing residences affected by noise from
redevelopment of existing local roads

9. Existing residences affected by additional traffic on
existing local roads generated by land use
developments

Note 1: The criteria assigned to the entire residence depend on the proportion of noise coming from the new and 
redeveloped road. Please refer to Roads and Maritimes’ NCG for further information. 

Note 2: The criteria at each facade are determined from the existing traffic noise level plus 12 dBA. 

The criteria for other sensitive receivers are summarised in Table 30. 
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Table 30 NCA Criteria – Other Sensitive Land Uses 

Existing 
Sensitive 
Land Use 

Assessment Criteria (dBA Additional Considerations 
Daytime  
(7 am - 10 pm) 

Night-time 
(10 pm - 7 
am) 

School 
classrooms 

LAeq(1hour) 40 
(internal) 

- In the case of buildings used for education or health care,
noise level criteria for spaces other than classrooms and
wards may be obtained by interpolation from the
‘maximum’ levels shown in Australian Standard
2107:2000 (Standards Australia 2000).

Open space 
(active use) 

LAeq(15hour) 60 
(external) 
when in use 

- Active recreation is characterised by sporting activities
and activities which generate their own noise or focus for
participants, making them less sensitive to external noise
intrusion.

Open space 
(passive 
use) 

LAeq(15hour) 55 
(external) 
when in use 

- Passive recreation is characterised by contemplative
activities that generate little noise and where benefits are
compromised by external noise intrusion, eg playing
chess, reading.

Internal NCG noise criteria have been converted to external noise criteria for the purposes of 
assessment with external noise level predictions. Where detailed information relating to building 
construction is not available, the EPA recommends a 10 dB factor to convert internal to external noise 
levels on the basis that facades with windows open typically provide approximately 10 dB attenuation 
from inside to outside (refer to guidance contained in the ICNG and INP).  

Notwithstanding, it is likely receivers such as the educational buildings at the University of Wollongong 
and the TAFE Illawarra Wollongong would have fixed windows and relatively well performing facades 
due to existing road traffic noise exposure.  Table 32 shows indicative noise reductions for typical 
building facade structures (as taken from the Roads and Maritime Environmental Noise Management 
Manual (ENMM)). 

Table 31 Indicative Building Noise Reduction (Table 4.2 of ENMM) 

Building Type Windows Internal noise reduction 
All Open 10 dB(A) 

Light frame Single glazed (closed) 20 dB (A) 

Masonry Single glazed (closed) 25 dB (A) 

Double glazed 35 dB (A) 

Further investigation of the likely existing performance of buildings at the University of Wollongong and 
the TAFE Illawarra Wollongong would be undertaken during detailed design to determine the existing 
performance of building facades and appropriate external to internal attenuation values.  

For sensitive receivers such as schools, places of worship and childcare centres, the NCG criteria 
presented in Table 30 are based on internal noise levels. 

4.2.2 Noise mitigation 

The NMG provides guidance in managing and controlling road traffic generated noise and describes 
the principles to be applied when reviewing noise mitigation. The NMG recognises that the criteria 
recommended by the NCG are not always practicable and that it is not always feasible or reasonable 
to expect that they should be achieved. 

The NMG process is summarised in the flowchart in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 Feasible and Reasonable Noise Mitigation (following the NMG) 
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The information presented in Figure 11 indicates that the NMG provides three triggers where a 
receiver may qualify for consideration of noise mitigation (beyond the adoption of road design and 
traffic management measures). These are: 

Trigger 1 

• The predicted Build noise level exceeds the NCG controlling criterion and the noise level increase
due to the proposal (ie the noise predictions for the Build minus the No Build) is greater than 2 dB.

Trigger 2 

• The predicted Build noise level is 5 dB or more above the NCG controlling criterion (exceeds the
cumulative limit) and the receiver is significantly influenced by project road noise, regardless of the
incremental impact of the proposal.

Trigger 3 

• The noise level contribution from the road project is acute (daytime LAeq(15hour) 65 dBA or higher,
or night-time LAeq(9hour) 60 dBA or higher) even if noise levels are dominated by a non-project
road.

As highlighted in the NMG, once noise has been minimised by feasible and reasonable methods 
during the corridor planning and road design stages, triggered receivers with residual exceedances of 
the NCG controlling criteria shall be assessed to determine if they qualify for additional noise 
mitigation. 

For receivers that qualify for consideration of additional noise mitigation measures, potential noise 
mitigation measures are identified, in the order of preference from the list below: 

1. Quieter pavement surfaces

2. Noise mounds

3. Noise barriers

4. At-property treatments.

The redevelopment of existing road corridors, especially in established urban areas, offers a limited 
range of noise control measures because of the inherent limitations to using corridor route adjustment, 
the proximity of existing residents to the road and limited road redesign options. 

The NMG defines what feasible and reasonable factors may be considered when investigating noise 
mitigation measures. 

‘Feasibility’ relates to engineering considerations (what can be practically built) and may include: 

• The inherent limitations of different techniques to reduce noise emissions from road traffic noise
sources

• Safety issues, such as restrictions on road vision

• Road corridor site constraints such as space limitations

• Floodway and stormwater flow obstruction

• Access requirements

• Maintenance requirements.

‘Reasonableness’ relates to the application of wider judgements. The factors to be considered are: 

• The noise reduction provided and the number of people protected
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• The cost of mitigation, including the whole of life cost and cost variations with different benefits
provided

• Community views and wishes

• Visual impacts

• Existing and future noise levels, including changes in noise levels

• The benefits arising from the proposed road or road development.

Selecting reasonable measures from those that are feasible involves judging whether the overall noise 
benefits outweigh the overall adverse social, economic and environmental effects, including the cost of 
the abatement measure. To make such a judgement, consideration may be given to noise impacts, 
noise mitigation benefits, the cost effectiveness of noise mitigation and community views. 

4.2.3 Maximum noise levels 

A maximum noise level assessment has been conducted in accordance with the procedure Preparing 
an Operational Noise and Vibration Assessment (Roads and Maritime, 2011) using guidance 
contained in Practice Note iii of the Environmental Noise Management Manual (ENMM).  

It is noted that the RNP and ENMM both state that whilst a maximum noise level assessment is 
required to be undertaken for new and upgraded road infrastructure projects, it should only be used as 
a tool to help prioritise and rank mitigation strategies, and should not be applied as a decisive criterion 
in itself. The objective of the maximum noise level assessment is to determine whether maximum 
noise levels are likely to increase or decrease as a result of the proposal. 

Maximum noise level events were measured as part of the ambient noise study described in Section 
2. 

The maximum noise level assessment includes an evaluation of the number and distribution of night-
time passby events in accordance with the ENMM. A maximum noise level event is defined within the 
ENMM as being any passby where: 

• The maximum noise level of the event is greater than 65 dBA LAFmax; and

• The LAFmax – LAeq(1hour) is greater than or equal to 15 dB.

4.3 Assessment Inputs 

4.3.1 Traffic  

The traffic volumes utilised in the operational noise model are shown in Appendix F.  All vehicles 
have been modelled at the posted speed on each road. 

4.3.2 Calculation Type 

Noise modelling of the study area was carried out using the Calculation of Road Traffic Noise 
(CORTN) (UK Department of Transport, 1988) algorithms. 

The modelling allows for traffic volume and mix, type of road surface, vehicle speed, road gradient, 
reflections off building surfaces, ground absorption and shielding from ground topography and physical 
noise barriers. 

The algorithm output of CORTN (designed as an LA10 predictor) has been modified to calculate the 
relevant daytime LAeq(15hour) and night-time LAeq(9hour) road traffic noise emission levels at noise 
sensitive receivers, as required by the RNP. 
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The CORTN traffic source line as modelled in SoundPLAN has also been modified to incorporate four 
effective noise sources (and associated heights) for the centre line of each carriageway. This is 
because the three distinct noise sources of heavy vehicles (representing the tyres, engine and the 
exhaust, with different noise emission levels and different heights) are important in determining the 
noise propagation where barriers are present. The four effective noise sources used comprise a ‘CAR’ 
source with height of 0.5 m above pavement and three ‘TRUCK’ sources at three separate heights 
representing the noise emission from truck tyres (0.5 m), truck engines (1.5 m) and truck exhausts (3.6 
m).  

4.3.3 Receiver Locations 

The SoundPLAN noise models were set up to calculate noise levels at receiver points for all facades 
and all potentially affected floors of each noise sensitive receiver identified within the study area.  

All floors of multi-storey receiver buildings have been included in the assessment and evaluated for 
mitigation against the NMG triggers. This does not include detailed information relating to the number 
of individual dwellings on multiple occupancy buildings as the precise number of individual receivers 
would be confirmed during detailed design. 

4.3.4 Noise Model Validation 

A noise model validation model has been developed using SoundPLAN.  The purpose of model 
validation is to demonstrate that the noise model produced for the existing situation is an accurate 
representation of the real world within the limitations of the prediction algorithm and to identify 
potential errors associated with geospatial data and modelling approach.  This is to provide greater 
confidence in the recommendations and assessment completed for the proposed situation which will 
be validated post completion. 

Concurrent traffic counting and noise monitoring was undertaken over a period of one week to 
determine the existing noise levels as a result of traffic movements.  Further details of the background 
noise monitoring are provided in Section 2. 

The validation noise model incorporates the existing alignment, terrain information, building locations, 
posted traffic speeds, and noise monitoring locations.   

Table 32 provides a summary of the measured noise levels and predicted noise levels for the existing 
situation. 

Table 32 Noise Model Validation – Existing Situation 

Location Noise Level (dBA) 
Measured Predicted Difference 
LAeq(15hour) LAeq(9hour) LAeq(15hour) LAeq(9hour) LAeq(15hour) LAeq(9hour) 

1 Dumfries Avenue 64.0 61.1 64.6 61.3 0.6 0.2 

1A Bass Street 64.0 58.7 64.0 59.7 0.0 1.0 

Binda Street 61.6 58.7 63.7 59.8 2.1 1.1 

Gowan Brae Avenue 66.0 63.6 69.0 65.4 3.0 1.8 

TAFE Illawarra 71.4 70.1 72.1 68.4 0.7 -1.7

Princes Mwy adj 
University of Wollongong 

73.4 71.6 73.2 70.5 -0.2 -1.1

Average 1.0 0.2 

The CoRTN algorithm has an accepted accuracy of ±2.0 dB.  If the noise predictions fall within these 
margins then the model is considered to be performing within the accepted tolerances. 
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Review of the traffic mix and type of heavy vehicles recorded, in consultation with RMS, concluded 
that  a correction of -1.0 dB during the daytime period and 0.0 dB during the night-time period should 
be applied to the model.  The resulting validation is provided in Table 33. 

Table 33 Noise Model Validation – with Additional Correction 

Location Noise Level (dBA) 
Measured Predicted Difference 
LAeq(15hour) LAeq(9hour) LAeq(15hour) LAeq(9hour) LAeq(15hour) LAeq(9hour) 

1 Dumfries Avenue 64.0 61.1 63.6 61.3 -0.4 0.2 

1A Bass Street 64.0 58.7 63.0 59.7 -1.0 1.0 

Binda Street 61.6 58.7 62.7 59.8 1.1 1.1 

Gowan Brae Avenue 66.0 63.6 68.0 65.4 2.0 1.8 

TAFE Illawarra 71.4 70.1 71.1 68.4 -0.3 -1.7

Princes Mwy adj 
University of Wollongong 

73.4 71.6 72.2 70.5 -1.2 -1.1

Average 0.0 0.2 

Review of the information provided in Table 33, indicates that the model (including the site specific 
correction factor), provides reasonable accuracy for the purpose of the noise impact assessment. A 
summary of the corrections applied to the assessment model are provided in Table 34 

Table 34 Operational Modelling Corrections 

Correction Noise Level (dBA) 
Daytime Night-time 

Vehicle mix correction -1.0 dB 0.0 dB 

4.4 Assessment Methodology 

4.4.1 Identifying Impacts 

The predicted noise levels at all facades of the receiver were compared to the corresponding 
assessment criteria.  An analysis against the NMG mitigation triggers was undertaken to determine the 
extent of project impacts.  The comparison (Build minus No Build) for 2021 indicates the potential for 
any noise issues at the commencement of the project.  The comparison for 2031 indicates the 
potential for noise impacts in the longer term once the project is well established and the surrounding 
road network has stabilised. 

The noise impacts without mitigation have been identified with existing noise barriers in place and the 
reference dense graded asphalt (DGA) pavement for all sections of the proposal.  The retained noise 
barriers are located to the east of the proposal and are shown in Figure 12. 

Where barriers are required to be demolished to accommodate the proposal, these noise barriers 
have been relocated in the noise model to the edge of the proposed design maintaining the same top 
(RL) of noise barrier height as existing. 
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Figure 12 Retained Existing Noise Barriers 

4.4.2 Identifying Additional Mitigation 

Low noise pavement such as porous asphalt may be effective at reducing noise at the source. 
However, the choice of road pavement surfaces and textures must meet a number of criteria including 
skid resistance, water shedding and design life as well as potential noise generating characteristics. 
The road pavement surface’s noise performance throughout its duration and the need to maintain that 
performance by cleaning or replacing the pavement are also important considerations.  

The noise assessment considers the use of quieter noise pavement in the form of dense graded 
asphalt across the extent of the project.  Use of other pavement surfaces, such as open graded 
asphalt (OGA), to further reduce road traffic noise at the source would be investigated during detailed 
design taking into account whole-of-life engineering considerations and the overall social, economic 
and environmental effects.  

4.4.3 Identifying Noise Barriers 

In sensitive receiver locations where exceedances of the operational noise criteria are predicted, new 
or increased height noise barriers have been considered where four or more eligible properties are 
found to be closely spaced.  Where the number of exceeding receivers is found to be three or less, the 
specification of noise barriers is not considered to be a reasonable or cost-effective approach and at-
property treatment of these receivers should be considered. This approach is consistent with the 
NMG.  

Noise barriers are typically most efficient when receivers are located at ground floor level.  As the 
height above ground of a receiver increases, the noise reduction due to the barrier is usually seen to 
reduce due to the increased line-of-sight over the top of the barrier to the road corridor (ie reduced 
path length difference).  
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The NMG approach identifies the number of receivers (noting that a two storey residence is counted 
as two receivers) that qualify for consideration of at-residence treatment versus barrier height to 
establish an initial design height and then conducts a weighted analysis to find the optimal mix of 
barrier height and at-property treatments.  This prioritises at-road mitigation and minimises the use of 
at-property treatments, as per the intent of the RNP. 

The NMG approach to barrier optimisation is presented in Figure 13 and Figure 14 and described as 
follows: 

• Step 1-3: The approach is to first identify the maximum barrier height (up to 8 m) where no
receivers require at-property treatment.  The initial design height is then established by identifying
the height where, of the receivers that benefit from the noise barrier, two thirds no longer require
at-property treatment.  A value of two thirds is defined in the NMG as further increases in barrier
height have been shown to have diminishing benefits with respect to reducing noise.

• Step 4: Weightings are then applied which consider the cost and the overall noise benefits the
barrier provides to the wider community.  The total points weighting at each barrier height is the
sum of the weightings for barrier area, number of at-property treatments and exceedances of 50
dBA LAeq(15hour) daytime or 45 dBA LAeq(9hour) night-time noise levels (based on the World Health
Organisation (WHO) criteria).

• Step 5: A low point in the weighting curve between the initial design height and the maximum
barrier height corresponds to the most reasonable barrier height in terms of community benefit
and weighted cost.  The practicability of the design and maximum barrier heights are then
reviewed taking into account engineering considerations as well as social including visual impacts,
economic and environmental benefits.

Figure 13 NMG Optimisation Process – Steps 1-3 
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Figure 14 NMG Optimisation Process – Steps 4-5 

As a guide, noise barriers are considered to be a reasonable noise mitigation option where they are 
capable of providing a noise attenuation benefit (referred to as an insertion loss) of: 

• 5 dB at representative receivers for barrier heights of up to 5 m

• 10 dB at representative receivers for barrier heights above 5 m high and up to 8 m high.

In certain situations the requirements for the barrier cannot always be met.  In this case further 
feasible and reasonable considerations are undertaken in consultation with Roads and Maritime. 

Where an existing barrier is relocated as part of the works, the top of noise wall height of the 
replacement section of the noise barrier is kept consistent with the existing height unless the optimised 
barrier height is greater. 

4.4.4 Identifying Potential At-property Treatments 

At this stage in the assessment, the identification of at-property treatments is indicative only, as further 
consideration must be given to Roads and Maritime’s At-receiver Noise Treatment Guideline as well 
as to the following points at the design stage in order to confirm the final extent of treatments required: 

• The build date of the property and the related conditions of consent which may require that the
property has been built to account for existing high levels of road traffic noise

• Caution should be exercised before providing treatments for buildings in a poor state of repair, as
they will be less effective and may not provide any appreciable noise reduction benefit

• Heritage advice should be sought if the treatments have the potential to impact the heritage
significance of a property.  In extreme cases this could result in a decision not to proceed with a
treatment on the grounds that it was not considered to be a reasonable or feasible mitigation
option.

• At-receiver traffic noise mitigation measures may replace or supplement at-road mitigation, only
in the following circumstances, subject to a reasonable and feasible assessment:
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• Isolated single residences or isolated groups of closely spaced residences as defined in the
NMG;

• Where the affected community expresses a preference for at-receiver treatment and the cost is
less than a combination of a barrier and at-receiver treatment;

• Where noise barriers or quieter pavements alone do not achieve the level of noise mitigation
(insertion loss) required;

• Where the only applicable noise criteria are internal (eg places of worship, hospitals or schools
and childcare centres where play areas meet external criteria); and/or

• Where other noise mitigation measures have been shown not to be feasible or reasonable.

• These treatments are generally limited to acoustic treatment of the building elements (doors,
windows, vents, etc) or courtyard fences where they reduce noise to habitable rooms.  The
installation of courtyard fences close to the dwelling may also provide some mitigation for outdoor
living spaces.

• The overall goal of the architectural treatment is to provide similar acoustic amenity and internal
noise levels to those experienced within a receiver where the external noise criteria have been
met.

• In most instances, assuming brick construction and standard glazing, this goal equates to internal
noise levels that are approximately 20 dBA less than the external noise criteria with windows
closed.  In practice there will be some variation in reduction due to the design of the existing
building and other limitations such as building condition.  A 20 dBA goal results in internal noise
levels that are consistent with other guidelines.  These guidelines include the State Environmental
Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (NSW) and Australian Standard 2107.  The 20 dBA goal
also provides protection against a large increase in internal noise level in accordance with the
NCG and RNP relative increase criterion.

Building element treatments are more effective when they are applied to masonry structures than 
lightly clad timber frame structures.  The architectural treatments provided by Roads and Maritime 
typically include: 

• Fresh air ventilation systems that meet the National Construction Code of Australia requirements
with the windows and doors closed

• Upgraded windows and glazing and solid core doors on the exposed facades of the substantial
structures only (eg masonry or insulated weather board cladding with sealed underfloor).  These
techniques would be unlikely to produce any noticeable benefit for light frame structures with no
acoustic insulation in the walls

• Upgrading window or door seals and appropriately treating sub-floor ventilation

• The sealing of wall vents

• The sealing of the underfloor below the bearers

• The sealing of eaves.

Alternative at-receiver treatments include:

• The installation of courtyard fences that break line of site between the affected facade window
and the road where they are feasible and reasonable and are preferred by the owner.

Inspections should be completed before treatment packages are installed.  Treatment packages 
should only be recommended and considered feasible and reasonable where they are predicted to 
provide a noticeable improvement in noise reduction (3 dB or greater) than the existing window, door 
and facade system.  In some instances partial treatment packages may be considered feasible and 
reasonable where the existing system forms part of the recommended package. 
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During the installation phase of the acoustic treatments, ownership details would be obtained for all 
receivers identified as eligible for consideration of at-property treatment.  This phase also identifies the 
location of internal habitable areas for each receiver and subsequently the most appropriate form of 
at-property treatment to be installed. 

4.5 Operational Road Noise Predictions 

4.5.1 Noise Levels Without Mitigation 

The assessment results for all assessment scenarios are included in Appendix G.  Review of the 
operational noise assessment indicates that the controlling assessment scenario (with the highest 
number of triggered receivers) is the night-time period in 2031.  The predicted noise levels for this 
scenario are shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 Operational Noise Contours – Controlling Scenario 
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4.5.2 Change in Noise Levels Without Mitigation 

Noise predictions throughout the study area indicate that receivers adjacent to the proposal are 
subject to existing road traffic noise impacts which exceed the NCG controlling criterion in many 
cases, as shown in the No Build scenarios in Table 35.  

Table 35 Total Count of Receivers over the NCG Controlling Criteria Without Mitigation 

NCA Receiver 
Type 

Floor 2021 2031 
No Build Build No Build Build 
Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night 

NCA01 All All 37 44 37 43 42 49 43 49 

NCA02 All All 55 57 57 59 57 58 57 59 

NCA03 All All 24 27 23 26 24 27 23 29 

NCA04 All All 22 30 19 30 28 35 23 33 

NCA05 All All 97 0 99 0 100 0 100 0 

NCA062 All All 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NCA07 All All 47 47 46 49 49 50 47 50 

NCA08 All All 54 0 57 0 57 0 58 0 

NCA092 All All 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Note 1:  Predicted noise levels at receivers which are above the NCG controlling criteria do not necessarily qualify for 

additional noise mitigation. As per the discussion in Section 4.2, further criteria are used to determine which of 
those receivers are eligible for additional noise mitigation measures. 

Note 2: NCA outside the operational project boundary. 

The predicted change in noise levels (Build minus No Build) for the controlling scenario (year 2031 
night-time) across the study area is summarised in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16 Predicted Change in Noise Levels (Build minus No Build) Without Mitigation 

Note 1:  Predicted noise levels increases are at ground floor level. 
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The information presented in Table 35 and Figure 16 indicates that: 

• The proposal is predicted to result in a negligible change in noise level (-0.5 to +0.5 dB) for the
majority of receivers in the study area.

• A minor (less than 2.0 dB) increase in noise levels is predicted for receivers in the north eastern
section of the proposal, near to the interface with Mount Ousley Road.  This magnitude of noise
increase is noted in the RNP as being unlikely to be perceptible by the average person

• Increases of greater than 2.0 dB are predicted at a small number of receivers.  This is typically
apparent to the north of the proposal at Dumfries Avenue and at a small number of buildings at
the University of Wollongong.  Less than 1 per cent of receivers are predicted to experience an
increase of more than 2.0 dB due to the proposal.

The relatively minor change in noise levels at the majority of receivers means that the requirement for 
the proposal to consider additional noise mitigation in most areas is due to high existing noise levels 
(ie cumulative limit exceedances). 

4.5.3 Receivers Considered for Additional Noise Mitigation 

Predicted noise levels at receivers which are above the NCG controlling criteria do not necessarily 
qualify for additional noise mitigation.  As per the discussion in Section 4.2 consideration of 
reasonableness is used to decide which of those receivers are eligible for additional noise mitigation 
measures. 

The location of receivers identified for consideration of additional noise mitigation are presented in 
Figure 17.  Further discussion of the proposal noise impacts (without mitigation) is presented in Table 
36 
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Figure 17 Locations Eligible for Consideration of Additional Mitigation 

Note: Triggered categories are as per the three types of possible triggers that then require investigation of additional 
mitigation, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. 

Note: RMS will undertake further investigation of properties eligible for consideration of at-property treatment as the 
project progresses.  Particular focus would be on receivers that have not been identified in this assessment but 
have neighbours that are triggered. 
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Table 36 Receivers Eligible for Consideration of Additional Noise Mitigation 

NCA Receiver 
Type 

Receiver 
Floors 
(Buildings) 

Comments 

NCA01 Residential 6 (4) Residential receivers to north of the motorway. 

Other - 

NCA02 Residential 46 (31) Residential receivers to north of the motorway. 

Other - 

NCA03 Residential - No triggers. 

Other - 

NCA04 Residential 7 (6) Residential receivers to south of the motorway. 

Other - 

NCA05 Residential - Educational receivers at University of Wollongong. 

Other 74 (43) 

NCA06 Residential - Outside project boundary 

Other - 

NCA07 Residential 19 (11) Residential receivers to east of the motorway. 

Other - 

NCA08 Residential - Educational receivers at TAFE Illawarra. 

Other 28 (13) 

NCA09 Residential - Outside project boundary 

Other - 

ALL Residential 78 (52) - 

Other 102 (47) 
TOTAL 180 (99) 

In summary, a total of 180 receivers (99 individual buildings) are predicted to have exceedances of the 
operational road traffic noise criteria for the proposal and are therefore considered eligible for 
consideration of additional noise mitigation.  

The 180 exceedances fall into the following categories: 

• Trigger 1 only – the predicted Build noise level exceeds the NCG controlling criterion and the
noise level increase due to the proposal is greater than 2 dB.  No receivers are triggered on this
criterion alone

• Trigger 2 only – the predicted Build noise level is 5 dB or more above the criteria (exceeds the
cumulative limit) and the receiver is significantly influenced by project road noise, regardless of
the incremental impact of the proposal.  A total of 84 receivers are triggered on this criterion alone

• Trigger 3 only – where the noise level contribution from the road project is acute (daytime
LAeq(15hour) 65 dBA or higher, or night-time LAeq(9hour) 60 dBA or higher) then it qualifies for
consideration of noise mitigation even if noise levels are dominated by another road.  No
receivers are triggered on this criterion alone

• Any combination of triggers – 96 receivers qualify for consideration of noise mitigation due to
exceeding a mix of the above mitigation triggers

• The NCAs with the most triggered receivers are NCA02, NCA05, NCA07 and NCA08.  These
catchments are generally located where the proposal would widen the existing road corridor
and/or introduce new trafficable lanes.
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• A total of 78 residential (52 individual buildings), and 102 other sensitive (47 individual buildings)
are predicted to have exceedances of the operational road traffic noise criteria for the proposal
and are therefore considered eligible for consideration of additional noise mitigation.

• The other sensitive receivers are primarily located at the University of Wollongong and TAFE
Illawarra campus.

4.6 Additional Noise Mitigation  

4.6.1 Additional Noise Mitigation – Low Noise Pavement 

The choice of road pavement surfaces and textures must meet a number of criteria including structural 
integrity, skid resistance, water shedding and design life as well as potential noise generating 
characteristics.  The road pavement surface’s noise performance throughout its duration and the need 
to maintain that performance by cleaning or replacing the pavement are also important considerations. 

The noise assessment considers the use of quieter noise pavement in the form of dense graded 
asphalt across the extent of the project.  The use of low noise pavement to further reduce road traffic 
noise at the source will be investigated during detailed design taking into account whole-of-life 
engineering considerations and the overall social, economic and environmental effects. 

4.6.2 Additional Noise Mitigation – Noise Barriers  
The noise barrier optimisation process is based on guidance in the NMG as discussed in Section 4.4.3. 

Noise barriers have been assessed where four or more triggers are apparent on the exceedance 
maps in Figure 17.  

The optimisation results are detailed in Appendix H with the assessed barriers identified in Figure 18 
and recommendations summarised in Table 37 

Figure 18 Indicative Noise Barriers Considered for Analysis 
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Table 37 Noise barriers Considered in the Study Area 

Barrier 
ID 

Existing 
Barrier 
Height 
(m) 

Noise Barrier Details1 Comments
Type Length 

(m) 
Optimised 
Height (m) 

NW01 ~3m Reloc
ated 

439 8.0 Optimised height is the maximum height of 8.0m as barrier doesn’t 
remove all triggers2.  The final barrier design height would be further 
reviewed and investigated by RMS and project team in consultation 
with the affected receivers during detailed design. 

NW02 ~3m Reloc
ated 

478 7.0 Optimised height is 7.0m as barrier removes all triggers at this 
height.  The final barrier design height would be further reviewed 
and investigated by RMS and project team in consultation with the 
affected receivers during detailed design. 

NW03 - New 405 8.0 Optimised height is the maximum height of 8.0m as barrier doesn’t 
remove all triggers2.  The barrier is not considered reasonable as the 
marginal insertion loss benefits do not provide value for money.  At 
property treatments at this location are considered to be feasible and 
reasonable. 

NW04 - New 329 3.5 Optimised height is 3.5m as this is the 2/3rds point and a minimum 
in weighted points curve. 

NW05 - New 313 n/a These barriers are adjacent to educational receivers which have an 
internal criteria.  External noise criteria have been determined for 
them conservatively, assuming windows are open.   
These buildings are likely to have been constructed  to achieve 
suitable internal noise levels from the existing high traffic noise 
environment, and may not have openable windows.   
Requirement for barrier likely unfeasible as no triggers are removed 
at any height. 
The requirement for this noise mitigation in this area would be 
further reviewed and investigated by RMS and project team in 
consultation with the affected receivers during detailed design. 

NW06 - New 440 n/a 

Note 1: Recommended height to be determined during detailed design such as construction limitations, overshadowing, 
urban design, visual impact and community preference. 

Note 2: At the worst affected properties (generally fronting the road), the expected noise reduction from this noise barrier increases 
with the increase in barrier height, thus reducing the degree of potential at-property treatment to minimise residual impact. 
Noise reduction benefit is also expected at properties further setback, but to a smaller extent. The optimised barrier height 
from an acoustic point of view is 8.0m. However, a combination of noise barrier and at-property may provide the most 
reasonable outcome when consideration is also given to urban design, visual impact and overshadowing. The preferred 
noise mitigation option would be further reviewed and investigated by Roads and Maritime in consultation with affected 
community members during detailed design. 

The final noise mitigation strategy (low noise pavement, noise barrier, architectural treatments, a 
combination or other) would be further investigated and determined during detailed design following 
community consultation, taking into account relative noise benefits and visual impacts of noise barrier 
heights and the overall social, economic and environmental benefits. 

4.6.3 Additional Noise Mitigation – At-property Treatments 

The noise barrier analysis undertaken for the project identifies that barriers NW01, NW02 and NW04 
may provide a reasonable noise benefit, however the following issues are to be considered in 
determining whether a noise barrier would be a feasible and reasonable option: 

• Potential visual impacts

• Potential urban design impacts

• Potential community safety/crime prevention considerations such as isolated walkways

• Potential overshadowing impacts
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• Preferences of the local community as gauged during the community consultation phase.

The alternative to a noise barrier would be to install at-property architectural treatments to address the 
predicted exceedances to the residential properties (refer to Section 4.4.4).  The preferred noise 
mitigation option (low noise pavement, noise barrier, architectural treatments, a combination or other) 
would be determined during detailed design taking into account whole-of-life engineering 
considerations and the overall social economic and environment benefits. 

During detailed design, ownership details would be obtained for all receivers identified as eligible for 
consideration of at-property treatment.  Once an internal inspection of the property is undertaken, 
consideration of the internal layout of habitable spaces and subsequently the most appropriate form of 
at-property treatment can be confirmed.   

This would also include confirmation of appropriate external criteria for other sensitive receivers on a 
case by case basis.  External criteria for other sensitive receivers have been derived using a 10 dB 
factor to convert internal to external noise levels (refer to Section 4.2.1).  For some non-residential 
receivers this assumption may be overly conservative as the facade area to window ratios are often 
larger when compared to residential receivers, or windows may not be openable and the internal 
criteria may be achievable without additional at-property treatment. 

Table 38 shows indicative noise reductions that can be expected for typical building facade structures 
(as taken from the Roads and Maritime Environmental Noise Management Manual (ENMM)). 

Table 38 Indicative Building Noise Reduction (Table 4.2 of ENMM) 

Building Type Windows Internal noise reduction 
All Open 10 dB(A) 

Light frame Single glazed (closed) 20 dB (A) 

Masonry Single glazed (closed) 25 dB (A) 

Double glazed 35 dB (A) 

4.7 Sensitivity Analysis 

4.7.1 Noise Level Differences 

A sensitivity analysis of the operational road traffic noise assessment and noise modelling 
methodology has been undertaken. This indicates how sensitive the mitigation requirements for this 
project are to a change in predicted noise levels. The likely change in the predicted number of 
receivers that are considered eligible for consideration of property treatment has been determined by 
applying a correction factor to the noise model predictions in 1 dB increments to both the No Build and 
Build scenarios. 

The sensitivity of the total number of at-property treatments to the modelling predictions is shown in 
Figure 19. 
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Figure 19 Noise Model Prediction Sensitivity 

The information presented in Figure 19 indicates that an additional 15 receivers would be eligible for 
consideration of property treatment if a +1 dB correction were to be added to the noise model 
predictions. A reduction of 13 receivers would be apparent if 1 dB was subtracted from the noise 
model predictions. 

4.8 Maximum Noise Levels 

Maximum noise levels at receivers in the project area are likely to change due to the proposal as a 
result of the reconfiguration of the interchange and the introduction of dedicated heavy vehicle ramps, 
new overpasses, etc. 

The proposal is likely to result in an improvement over the existing maximum noise environment for 
many receivers in the project area.  The primary change is in the southbound direction, where heavy 
vehicles are less likely to have to engage additional braking once they diverge into the heavy vehicle 
bypass lane as they would no longer conflict with light vehicles exiting at Mount Ousley Road. 
Maximum noise levels may however be increased where line of sight to new sections of the 
interchange are introduced at certain receivers.  This may be apparent at a relatively small number of 
receivers on Dumfries Avenue, in the north eastern section of the proposal near to the interface with 
Mount Ousley Road and at some of the western most buildings at the University of Wollongong, which 
are near to the new roundabout.  Additionally, heavy vehicles would also accelerate coming out of the 
western roundabout to head north on the M1 Princes Motorway.  This would be a relatively low volume 
though as the majority of heavy vehicles would come from the Princes Motorway. 

It is however noted that for north eastern buildings at the University of Wollongong, the new elevated 
parts of the interchange (access roads and overpass) are predicted to block noise from the main 
carriageway of the M1 Princess Motorway which would likely reduce maximum noise levels in these 
locations. 
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS DURING DETAILED DESIGN 

5.1 Operational Road Traffic Noise 
• Case by case external criteria for other sensitive receivers.  External criteria for other

sensitive receivers (ie at the university and TAFE campuses) have been derived using a 10 dB
factor to convert internal criteria to external noise levels.  This assumption may be overly
conservative as the buildings would likely have higher performing facades, that do not have
openable windows.  This should be further investigated during detailed design to determine
appropriate criteria for these receiver types and the potential internal noise levels from the
proposal.

• Further investigate noise mitigation.  Further investigation and optimisation of noise mitigation
would be required during detailed design.  This process would determine the required location
and heights for noise barriers, the feasibility of low noise pavements, and the requirement for at-
property treatment to mitigate any residual operational noise impacts.

5.2 Construction Noise and Vibration 
• Confirm potential impacts from construction traffic.  Construction traffic impacts have been

assessed at a high level.  Whilst the likelihood for impacts is considered relatively low, the noise
levels associated with construction traffic movements of haulage routes requires further analysis
during detailed design.
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1 Sound Level or Noise Level 
The terms ‘sound’ and ‘noise’ are almost interchangeable, except 
that in common usage ‘noise’ is often used to refer to unwanted 
sound. 
Sound (or noise) consists of minute fluctuations in atmospheric 
pressure capable of evoking the sense of hearing.  The human 
ear responds to changes in sound pressure over a very wide 
range. The loudest sound pressure to which the human ear 
responds is ten million times greater than the softest. The decibel 
(abbreviated as dB) scale reduces this ratio to a more 
manageable size by the use of logarithms. 
The symbols SPL, L or LP are commonly used to represent Sound 
Pressure Level. The symbol LA represents A-weighted Sound 
Pressure Level. The standard reference unit for Sound Pressure 
Levels expressed in decibels is 2 x 10-5 Pa. 

2 ‘A’ Weighted Sound Pressure Level 
The overall level of a sound is usually expressed in terms of dBA, 
which is measured using a sound level meter with an ‘A- 
weighting’ filter. This is an electronic filter having a frequency 
response corresponding approximately to that of human hearing. 
People’s hearing is most sensitive to sounds at mid frequencies 
(500 Hz to 4000 Hz), and less sensitive at lower and higher 
frequencies. Thus, the level of a sound in dBA is a good measure 
of the loudness of that sound. Different sources having the same 
dBA level generally sound about equally loud. 
A change of 1 dBA or 2 dBA in the level of a sound is difficult for 
most people to detect, whilst a 3 dBA to 5 dBA change 
corresponds to a small  but  noticeable  change  in  loudness.  A 
10 dBA change corresponds to an approximate doubling or 
halving in loudness. The table below lists examples of typical 
noise levels 

The relationship between Sound Power and Sound Pressure may 
be likened to an electric radiator, which is characterised by a 
power rating, but has an effect on the surrounding environment 
that can be measured in terms of a different parameter, 
temperature. 

4 Statistical Noise Levels 
Sounds that vary in level over time, such as road traffic noise and 
most community noise, are commonly described in terms of the 
statistical exceedance levels LAN, where LAN is the A-weighted 
sound pressure level exceeded for N% of a given measurement 
period. For example, the LA1  is the noise level exceeded for 1% 
of the time, LA10 the noise exceeded for 10% of the time, and so 
on. 
The following figure presents a hypothetical 15 minute noise 
survey, illustrating various common statistical indices of interest. 

Sound 
Pressure Level 
(dBA) 

Typical 
Source 

Subjective 
Evaluation Of particular relevance, are: 

LA1 The noise level exceeded for 1% of the 15 minute interval. 
LA10 The noise level exceed for 10% of the 15  minute interval. 

130 Threshold of pain Intolerable 

120 Heavy rock concert Extremely noisy 

110 Grinding on steel 

100 Loud car horn at 3 m Very noisy 

90 Construction site with 
pneumatic hammering 

80 Kerbside of busy street         Loud 

70 Loud radio or television 

60 Department store Moderate to quiet 

50 General Office 

40 Inside private office Quiet to very quiet 

30 Inside bedroom 

20 Recording studio Almost silent 

Other weightings (eg B, C and D) are less commonly used than A-
weighting. Sound Levels measured without any weighting are 
referred to as ‘linear’, and the units are expressed as dB(lin) or 
dB. 

3 Sound Power Level 

The Sound Power of a source is the rate at which it emits acoustic 
energy. As with Sound Pressure Levels, Sound Power Levels are 
expressed in decibel units (dB or dBA), but may be identified by 
the symbols SWL or LW, or by the reference unit 10-12 W. 

This is commonly referred to as the average maximum 
noise level. 

LA90 The noise level  exceeded for 90%  of  the sample period. 
This noise level is described as the average minimum 
background sound level (in the absence of the source 
under consideration), or simply the background level. 

LAeq The A-weighted equivalent noise level (basically  the 
average noise level). It is defined as the steady sound 
level that contains the same amount of acoustical energy 
as the corresponding time-varying sound. 

When dealing with numerous days of statistical noise data, it is 
sometimes necessary to define the typical noise levels at a given 
monitoring location for a particular time of day. A standardised 
method is available for determining these representative levels. 
This method produces a level representing the ‘repeatable 
minimum’ LA90 noise level over the daytime and night-time 
measurement periods, as required by the EPA. In addition the 
method produces mean or ‘average’ levels representative of the 
other descriptors (LAeq, LA10, etc). 

5 Tonality 
Tonal noise contains one or more prominent tones (ie distinct 
frequency components), and is normally regarded as more 
offensive than ‘broad band’ noise. 

6 Impulsiveness 
An impulsive noise is characterised by one or more short sharp 
peaks in the time domain, such as occurs during hammering 
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7 Frequency Analysis 
Frequency analysis is the process used to examine the tones (or 
frequency components) which make up the overall noise or 
vibration signal. This analysis was traditionally carried out using 
analogue electronic filters, but is now normally carried out using 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysers. 
The units for frequency are Hertz (Hz), which represent the 
number of cycles per second. 
Frequency analysis can be in: 

• Octave bands (where the centre frequency and width of each
band is double the previous band)

• 1/3 octave bands (3 bands in each octave band)

• Narrow band (where the spectrum is divided into 400 or
more bands of equal width)

The following figure shows a 1/3 octave band frequency analysis 
where the noise is dominated by the 200 Hz band. Note that the 
indicated level of each individual band is less than  the overall 
level, which is the logarithmic sum of the bands. 

8 Vibration 
Vibration may be defined as cyclic or transient motion.  This motion 
can be measured in terms of its displacement, velocity or 
acceleration. Most assessments of human response to vibration  or 
the risk of damage to buildings use measurements of vibration 
velocity. These may be expressed in terms of ‘peak’ velocity or 
‘rms’ velocity. 
The former is the maximum instantaneous velocity, without any 
averaging, and is sometimes referred to as ‘peak particle velocity’, 
or PPV. The latter incorporates ‘root mean squared’ averaging 
over some defined time period. 
Vibration measurements may be carried out in a single axis or 
alternatively as triaxial measurements. Where triaxial 
measurements are used, the axes are commonly designated 
vertical, longitudinal (aligned toward the source) and transverse. 
The common units for velocity are millimetres per second (mm/s). 
As with noise, decibel units can also be used, in which case the 
reference level should always be stated. A vibration level V, 
expressed in mm/s can be converted to decibels by the formula  20 
log (V/Vo), where Vo is the reference level (10-9 m/s). Care is 
required in this regard, as other reference levels may be used by 
some organizations. 

9 Human Perception of Vibration 
People are able to ‘feel’ vibration at levels lower than those 
required to cause even superficial damage to the most 
susceptible classes of building (even though they may not be 
disturbed by the motion). An individual's perception of motion or 
response to vibration depends very strongly on previous 
experience and expectations, and on other connotations 
associated with the perceived source of the vibration. For 
example, the vibration that a person responds to as ‘normal’ in a 
car, bus or train is considerably higher than what is perceived as 
‘normal’ in a shop, office or dwelling. 

10 Over-Pressure 
The term ‘over-pressure’ is used to describe the  air  pressure 
pulse emitted during blasting or similar events. The peak level of 
an event is normally measured using a microphone in the same 
manner as linear noise (ie unweighted), at frequencies  both  in 
and below the audible range. 

11 Ground-borne Noise, Structure-borne 
Noise and Regenerated Noise 
Noise that propagates through a structure as vibration and is 
radiated by vibrating wall and floor surfaces is termed ‘structure-
borne noise’, ‘ground-borne noise’ or ‘regenerated noise’. This 
noise originates as vibration  and  propagates  between the 
source and receiver through the ground and/or building structural 
elements, rather than through the air. 
Typical sources of ground-borne or structure-borne noise include 
tunnelling   works,   underground   railways,   excavation    plant 
(eg rockbreakers), and building services plant (eg fans, 
compressors and generators). 

The following figure presents the various paths by which vibration 
and ground-borne noise may be transmitted between a source 
and receiver for construction activities occurring within a tunnel.

The term ‘regenerated noise’ is also used in other instances 
where energy is converted to noise away from the primary 
source. One example would be a fan blowing air through a 
discharge grill. The fan is the energy source and primary noise 
source.  Additional noise may be created by the aerodynamic 
effect of the discharge grill in the airstream. This secondary noise 
is referred  to as regenerated noise 
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Noise Monitoring Location: BG01 Map of Noise Monitoring Location 

Noise Monitoring Address: 1 Dumfries Avenue, Mount Ousley 

Logger Device Type: ARL 316, Logger Serial No: 16 004 034 
Sound Level Meter Device Type: Brüel and Kjær 2260, Sound Level Meter Serial No: 2414605 

Ambient noise logger deployed in the front garden at 1 Dumfries Avenue, Mount Ousley. 

Attended noise measurements indicate the ambient noise environment at this location is dominated by road 
traffic noise from Princes Highway. Discrete traffic noise level peaks from heavy-vehicles braking whilst 
travelling east and down the steep grade contribute to the soundscape at this location. 

Recorded Noise Levels: (LAmax): 
23/11/2016: Light-vehicle traffic Princes Hwy: 60-66 dBA, Heavy-vehicle traffic Princes Hwy: 67-75 dBA. 

Ambient Noise Logging Results – ICNG Defined Time Periods Photo of Noise Monitoring Location 

Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA) 

RBL LAeq L10 L1 

Daytime 59 64 67 72 

Evening 53 63 64 69 

Night-time 40 61 63 68 

Ambient Noise Logging Results – RNP Defined Time Periods 

Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA) 

LAeq(Period) LAeq(1hour) 

Daytime (7am-10pm) 64 65 

Night-time (10pm-7am) 61 66 

Attended Noise Measurement Results 

Date Start Time Measured Noise Level (dBA) 
LA90 LAeq LAmax 

23/11/2016 09:23 61 65 76 
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Ambient Noise Logging Results – ICNG Defined Time Periods Photo of Noise Monitoring Location 

Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA)  
RBL LAeq L10 L1 

Daytime 51 65 67 74 
Evening 45 64 65 73 
Night-time 38 59 56 68 

Ambient Noise Logging Results – RNP Defined Time Periods 
Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA)  

LAeq(Period) LAeq(1hour) 

Daytime (7am-10pm) 64 67 
Night-time (10pm-7am) 59 65 

Attended Noise Measurement Results 
Date Start Time Measured Noise Level (dBA) 

LA90 LAeq LAmax 
23/11/2016 10:25 46 54 69 

Noise Monitoring Location: 
Noise Monitoring Address: 

BG02 
1A Bass Street, Mount Ousley 

Map of Noise Monitoring Location 

Logger Device Type: Svantek 957, Logger Serial No: 20644 
Sound Level Meter Device Type: Brüel and Kjær 2260, Sound Level Meter Serial No: 2414605 

Ambient noise logger deployed in the front garden at 1A Bass Street, Mount Ousley adjacent to Dumfries Ave 
and further to Mount Ousley Road. 

Attended noise measurements indicate the ambient noise environment at this location is dominated by road 
traffic noise from Dumfries Ave and Mount Ousley Road. Heavy-vehicles travelling east on Mount Ousley  
Road as well as trucks with compression brakes on the Princes Highway are the most noise producing events 
recorded. 

Recorded Noise Levels: (LAmax): 
23/11/2016:  Light-vehicle traffic Mount Ousley Rd: 46-45 dBA, 
Heavy-vehicle traffic Mount Ousley Rd: 55-69 dBA, Light-vehicle traffic Dumfries Ave: 47-67 dBA. 
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Ambient Noise Logging Results – ICNG Defined Time Periods Photo of Noise Monitoring Location 
Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA)  

RBL LAeq L10 L1 
Daytime 56 62 64 69 
Evening 51 60 61 67 
Night-time 40 59 59 66 

Ambient Noise Logging Results – RNP Defined Time Periods 
Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA)  

LAeq(Period) LAeq(1hour) 

Daytime (7am-10pm) 62 63 
Night-time (10pm-7am) 59 64 

Attended Noise Measurement Results 
Date Start Time Measured Noise Level (dBA) 

LA90 LAeq LAmax 
23/11/2016 13:25 57 62 73 

Noise Monitoring Location: 
Noise Monitoring Address: 

BG03 
Falder Place, Keiraville 

Map of Noise Monitoring Location 

Logger Device Type: ARL 316, Logger Serial No: 16 203 529 
Sound Level Meter Device Type: Brüel and Kjær 2260, Sound Level Meter Serial No: 2414605 

Ambient noise logger deployed in the front garden at 1 Dumfries Avenue, Mount Ousley. 

Attended noise measurements indicate the ambient noise environment at this location is dominated by road 
traffic noise from Princes Highway. Discrete traffic noise level peaks from heavy-vehicles braking whilst 
travelling east and down the steep grade contribute to the soundscape at this location. 

Recorded Noise Levels: (LAmax): 
23/11/2016: Light-vehicle traffic Princes Hwy: 57-62 dBA, Heavy-vehicle traffic Princes Hwy: 67-73 dBA. 
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Noise Monitoring Location: BG04 Map of Noise Monitoring Location 
Noise Monitoring Address: Prince Highway, Keiraville 

Logger Device Type: ARL 316, Logger Serial No: 16 203 530 
Sound Level Meter Device Type: Brüel and Kjær 2260, Sound Level Meter Serial No: 2414605 

Ambient noise logger deployed in the front garden at 1 Dumfries Avenue, Mount Ousley. 

Attended noise measurements indicate the ambient noise environment at this location is dominated by road 
traffic noise from Princes Highway. Discrete traffic noise level peaks from heavy-vehicles braking whilst 
travelling south from the steep grade contribute to the soundscape at this location. 

Recorded Noise Levels: (LAmax): 
23/11/2016: Light-vehicle traffic Princes Hwy: 68-80 dBA, Heavy-vehicle traffic Princes Hwy: 70-89 dBA, 
Buses on Princes Hwy: 69-77 dBA, Motorbikes on Princes Hwy: 76-86 dBA. 

Ambient Noise Logging Results – ICNG Defined Time Periods Photo of Noise Monitoring Location 
Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA) 

RBL LAeq L10 L1 

Daytime 65 74 78 82 

Evening 55 71 74 81 

Night-time 41 72 72 82 

Ambient Noise Logging Results – RNP Defined Time Periods 

Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA) 

LAeq(Period) LAeq(1hour) 

Daytime (7am-10pm) 73 75 

Night-time (10pm-7am) 72 76 

Attended Noise Measurement Results 

Date Start Time Measured Noise Level (dBA) 
LA90 LAeq LAmax 

23/11/2016 14:13 68 77 89 
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Noise Monitoring Location: BG05 Map of Noise Monitoring Location 
Noise Monitoring Address: Gowan Brae Avenue, Mount Ousley 

Logger Device Type: ARL 316, Logger Serial No: 16 203 528 
Sound Level Meter Device Type: Brüel and Kjær 2260, Sound Level Meter Serial No: 2414605 

Ambient noise logger deployed in the parklands adjacent to Gowan Brae Avenue, Mount Ousley. 

Attended noise measurements indicate the ambient noise environment at this location is dominated by road 
traffic noise from Princes Highway. Discrete traffic noise level peaks from heavy-vehicles braking whilst 
travelling around the bend and steep grade contribute to the soundscape at this location. 

Recorded Noise Levels: (LAmax): 
23/11/2016: Light-vehicle traffic Princes Hwy: 60-68 dBA, Heavy-vehicle traffic Princes Hwy: 62-79 dBA. 

Ambient Noise Logging Results – ICNG Defined Time Periods Photo of Noise Monitoring Location 
Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA) 

RBL LAeq L10 L1 

Daytime 60 66 70 73 

Evening 55 64 67 72 

Night-time 46 64 66 72 

Ambient Noise Logging Results – RNP Defined Time Periods 

Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA) 

LAeq(Period) LAeq(1hour) 

Daytime (7am-10pm) 66 67 

Night-time (10pm-7am) 64 68 

Attended Noise Measurement Results 

Date Start Time Measured Noise Level (dBA) 
LA90 LAeq LAmax 

23/11/2016 10:58 61 67 79 
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Noise Monitoring Location: BG06 Map of Noise Monitoring Location 

Noise Monitoring Address: Illawarra TAFE, Keiraville 

Logger Device Type: ARL 316, Logger Serial No: 16 004 038 
Sound Level Meter Device Type: Brüel and Kjær 2260, Sound Level Meter Serial No: 2414605 

Ambient noise logger deployed in the carpark of Illawarra TAFE adjacent to the Princes Highway. 

Attended noise measurements indicate the ambient noise environment at this location is dominated by road 
traffic noise from Princes Highway. Infrequent noise events from vehicles arriving and departing the carpark 
are audible at this location. 

Recorded Noise Levels: (LAmax): 
23/11/2016: Light-vehicle traffic Princes Hwy: 66-74 dBA, Heavy-vehicle traffic Princes Hwy: 72-87 dBA. 

Ambient Noise Logging Results – ICNG Defined Time Periods Photo of Noise Monitoring Location 

Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA) 

RBL LAeq L10 L1 

Daytime 63 72 76 81 

Evening 54 69 72 80 

Night-time 43 71 71 80 

Ambient Noise Logging Results – RNP Defined Time Periods 

Monitoring Period Noise Level (dBA) 

LAeq(Period) LAeq(1hour) 

Daytime (7am-10pm) 71 73 

Night-time (10pm-7am) 70 76 

Attended Noise Measurement Results 

Date Start Time Measured Noise Level (dBA) 
LA90 LAeq LAmax 

23/11/2016 12:41 64 73 87 
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2021 – Traffic Volumes Without Project (No Build) 

Road Section Direction Volume 
15hr Car 15Hr Truck 9Hr Car 9Hr Truck 

Princes Motorway(west of  Mt Ousley Rd) EB 19271 2380 3661 432 
Princes Motorway(west of  Mt Ousley Rd) WB 20394 2580 3907 447 
Princes Motorway(east of  Mt Ousley Rd) EB 19482 2272 3548 414 
Princes Motorway(east of  Mt Ousley Rd) WB 19471 2549 3716 443 
Princes Motorway(north of Northfield Av) SB 19096 2246 3525 412 
Princes Motorway(north of Northfield Av) NB 16415 2556 3441 445 
Princes Motorway NB on ramp NB 3156 6 323 0 
Mt Ousley Rd(Near the motorway) EB 3518 176 600 74 
Mt Ousley Rd(Near the motorway) WB 5172 137 765 58 
Mt Ousley Rd(east of service area) EB 3485 173 579 72 
Mt Ousley Rd(east of service area) WB 5301 118 793 45 
Mt Ousley Rd(Caynor Ave) EB 3951 177 623 83 
Mt Ousley Rd(Caynor Ave) WB 5238 142 626 72 

2031 – Traffic Volumes Without Project (No Build) 

Road Section Direction Volume 
15hr Car 15Hr Truck 9Hr Car 9Hr Truck 

Princes Motorway(west of  Mt Ousley Rd) EB 20115 2894 3945 494 
Princes Motorway(west of  Mt Ousley Rd) WB 21845 3071 4245 524 
Princes Motorway(east of  Mt Ousley Rd) EB 21357 2849 4002 489 
Princes Motorway(east of  Mt Ousley Rd) WB 21302 3027 4180 520 
Princes Motorway(north of Northfield Av) SB 21280 2822 3978 488 
Princes Motorway(north of Northfield Av) NB 18152 3019 3870 520 
Princes Motorway NB on ramp NB 3315 11 363 2 
Mt Ousley Rd(Near the motorway) EB 3669 148 577 65 
Mt Ousley Rd(Near the motorway) WB 5761 139 777 65 
Mt Ousley Rd(east of service area) EB 3762 149 564 68 
Mt Ousley Rd(east of service area) WB 5786 115 795 49 
Mt Ousley Rd(Caynor Ave) EB 4140 160 599 81 
Mt Ousley Rd(Caynor Ave) WB 5717 147 660 71 
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2021 – Traffic Volumes With Project (Build) 

Road Section Direction Volume 
15hr Car 15Hr Truck 9Hr Car 9Hr Truck 

Princes Motorway(west of  Truck Pass) EB 23736 2778 3773 452 
Princes Motorway(west of  Truck Pass) WB 20304 2805 3831 447 
Princes Motorway(between on and off ramp)) EB 15695 0 2247 0 
Princes Motorway(between on and off ramp)) WB 16642 2751 3326 443 
Princes Motorway(southof Truck Pass on ramp) SB 15683 2536 2227 405 
Princes Motorway(southof Truck Pass on ramp) NB 18145 2785 3780 451 
Princes Motorway(north of Northfield Av) NB 16606 2768 3572 447 
Princes Motorway NB on ramp NB 1588 25 218 12 
Princes Motorway EB off ramp (truck pass) EB 0 2837 0 924 
Princes Motorway WB on ramp (from Uni direction) WB 3706 85 518 14 
University of Wollongong Access SB 2600 42 783 18 
University of Wollongong Access NB 1869 4 190 3 
Princes Motorway EB off ramp (towards Uni direction) EB 1433 29 386 14 
Mount Ousley Rd (section cross Princes Motorway) EB 4211 111 828 26 
Mount Ousley Rd (section cross Princes Motorway) WB 1182 17 96 11 
Truck Pass SB towards Prnces Motorway on ramp SB 0 2600 0 825 
Truck Pass EB  towards Mt Ousley Rd EB 0 224 0 86 
Princes Motorway off ramp EB 8045 0 1436 0 
Princes Motorway off ramp (towards University Ave) EB 2934 0 422 0 
Princes Motorway off ramp (towards Mt Ousley Rd) EB 5129 0 1012 0 
Service Lane (from mt Ousley Rd) SB 3081 55 378 21 
Service Lane (towards University Ave) SB 5986 55 800 21 
Mount Ousley Rd (east of Gaynor Ave) EB 5326 241 840 97 
Mount Ousley Rd (east of Gaynor Ave) WB 6360 174 954 47 
Mount Ousley Rd (west of Gaynor Ave) EB 5141 224 819 102 
Mount Ousley Rd (west of Gaynor Ave) WB 5988 136 816 43 
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2031 – Traffic Volumes With Project (Build) 

Road Section Direction Volume 
15hr Car 15Hr Truck 9Hr Car 9Hr Truck 

Princes Motorway(west of  Truck Pass) EB 25885 3193 4132 501 
Princes Motorway(west of  Truck Pass) WB 21818 3015 4202 495 
Princes Motorway(between on and off ramp)) EB 17184 0 2452 0 
Princes Motorway(between on and off ramp)) WB 17974 2923 3732 483 
Princes Motorway(southof Truck Pass on ramp) SB 17150 2909 2427 450 
Princes Motorway(southof Truck Pass on ramp) NB 19701 2986 4236 493 
Princes Motorway(north of Northfield Av) NB 17956 2958 4003 487 
Princes Motorway NB on ramp NB 1792 17 241 11 
Princes Motorway EB off ramp (truck pass) EB 0 3323 0 1024 
Princes Motorway WB on ramp (from Uni direction) WB 3926 131 504 50 
University of Wollongong Access SB 2962 59 865 34 
University of Wollongong Access NB 1945 13 201 8 
Princes Motorway EB off ramp (towards Uni direction) EB 1670 42 438 23 
Mount Ousley Rd (section cross Princes Motorway) EB 4647 152 856 65 
Mount Ousley Rd (section cross Princes Motorway) WB 1383 17 125 11 
Truck Pass SB towards Prnces Motorway on ramp SB 0 3040 0 914 
Truck Pass EB  towards Mt Ousley Rd EB 0 249 0 103 
Princes Motorway off ramp EB 8662 0 1572 0 
Princes Motorway off ramp (towards University Ave) EB 3193 0 545 0 
Princes Motorway off ramp (towards Mt Ousley Rd) EB 5425 0 1019 0 
Service Lane (from mt Ousley Rd) SB 2772 67 339 35 
Service Lane (towards University Ave) SB 5965 67 883 35 
Mount Ousley Rd (east of Gaynor Ave) EB 5823 275 876 115 
Mount Ousley Rd (east of Gaynor Ave) WB 6501 207 953 96 
Mount Ousley Rd (west of Gaynor Ave) EB 5188 253 799 106 
Mount Ousley Rd (west of Gaynor Ave) WB 6196 152 810 70 
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